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Abstract

In this thesis, three main questions were addressed using event-related potentials

(ERPs): (1) the timing of lexical semantic access, (2) the influence of "top-down"

processes on visual word processing, and (3) the influence of "bottom-up" factors on

visual word processing. The timing of lexical semantic access was investigated in two

studies using different designs. In Study 1,14 participants completed two tasks: a

standard lexical decision (LD) task which required a word/nonword decision to each

target stimulus, and a semantically primed version (LS) of it using the same category of

words (e.g., animal) within each block following which participants made a category

judgment. In Study 2, another 12 participants performed a standard semantic priming

task, where target stimulus words (e.g., nurse) could be either semantically related or

unrelated to their primes (e.g., doctor, tree) but the order of presentation was randomized.

We found evidence in both ERP studies that lexical semantic access might occur early

within the first 200 ms (at about 170 ms for Study 1 and at about 160 ms for Study 2).

Our results were consistent with more recent ERP and eye-tracking studies and are in

contrast with the traditional research focus on the N400 component.

"Top-down" processes, such as a person's expectation and strategic decisions,

were possible in Study 1 because of the blocked design, but they were not for Study 2

with a randomized design. Comparing results from two studies, we found that visual

word processing could be affected by a person's expectation and the effect occurred early

at a sensory/perceptual stage: a semantic task effect in the PI component at about 100 ms

in the ERP was found in Study 1 , but not in Study 2. Furthermore, we found that such
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"top-down" influence on visual word processing might be mediated through separate

mechanisms depending on whether the stimulus was a word or a nonword.

"Bottom-up" factors involve inherent characteristics of particular words, such as

bigram frequency (the total frequency of two-letter combinations of a word), word

frequency (the frequency of the written form of a word), and neighborhood density (the

number ofwords that can be generated by changing one letter of an original word or

nonword). A bigram frequency effect was found when comparing the results from

Studies 1 and 2, but it was examined more closely in Study 3. Fourteen participants

performed a similar standard lexical decision task but the words and nonwords were

selected systematically to provide a greater range in the aforementioned factors. As a

result, a total of 18 word conditions were created with 18 nonword conditions matched on

neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency. Using multiple regression analyses,

we foimd that the PI amplitude was significantly related to bigram frequency for both

words and nonwords, consistent with results from Studies 1 and 2. In addition, word

frequency and neighborhood frequency were also able to influence the PI amplitude

separately for words and for nonwords and there appeared to be a spatial dissociation

between the two effects: for words, the word frequency effect in PI was found at the left

electrode site; for nonwords, the neighborhood frequency effect in PI was fovind at the

right elecfrode site. The implications of otir findings are discussed.
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Introduction

As one of the unique capabilities that distinguish us from other species, hxunan

language has been extensively investigated by researchers of multiple disciplines over the

past years. Compared to linguists or anthropologists who are more interested in its

structures and pragmatics or its development historically across different cultures, the

primary goal of psychologists is to study the underlying mechanisms that make human

language, as a part of himian behaviors, possible. More recently, with the rise ofnew

techniques, such as electroencephalography and functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI), language processing can be further explored with regard to neural mechanisms.

While it is the ultimate goal to understand language as a whole, it is virtually impossible to

address all issues at once. For the current thesis, we studied language processing at a

single-word level.

In general, English word reading involves analyses ofphonemes (sound patterns),

orthographies (visual features of a word stimulus) and semantics (meaning). The earliest

word reading model was probably the one proposed by Morton (Morton, 1969), in which

logogens are the basic units and receive information from various sources (including the

inputs from auditory, visual and semantic analyses). Each logogen has a threshold, and

once the threshold is passed with enough input information, an output (e.g., a lexical

decision) can be produced. After Morton's logogen model, some more specific models

have been proposed, in particular to address the question ofhow orthographies are mapped

into phonemes (for the dual-route vs. single-route debate on how a word is read aloud, see

(Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989).





For the present studies, however, we chose to focus on the orthography-semantics

route ofword reading. Specifically, we focused on the questions ofwhen visual word

processing yields orthographic information and when lexical semantic access occurs.

According to the notion of the mental lexicon, words are stored as nodes by the brain and

organized based on semantics in that words with similar meanings are stored close to each

other. Conceptually, lexical semantic access can be understood as access to these word

nodes, and its occurrence indicates the retrieval ofmeanings of a particular word. In the

literature on word reading, the timing of lexical semantic access has been traditionally

considered as the temporal boundary to distinguish pre-lexical processes fi^om post-lexical

processes. Based on this distinction, the visual analyses of orthographies are pre-lexical,

while the semantic analyses of word meanings are post-lexical. It is important to

temporally locate each stage of visual word processing accurately before we can further

investigate how these stages might be affected by other factors, such as word frequency

and semantic context

While the timing for orthographic processing appeared to be addressed relatively

well in the literature (although there are still debates that will be described later), the

timing for lexical semantic access is particularly imclear. Using event-related potentials

(ERPs), an electrophysiological measure ofbrain activity at the scalp that has a much

higher temporal resolution than other brain imaging techniques, we examined these issues

more closely in three studies.





Behavioral Studies on Lexical Semantic Access

In the past, two main priming paradigms have been used to study lexical semantic

access: one uses single-word priming, while the other uses sentence contexts. For a

single-word priming paradigm, a prime (which can be either a word, a nonword, or a

neutral stimulus such as xxxx) is normally presented first, followed by a target stimulus of

either a word or a nonword, and upon seeing the target stimulus, participants are often

required to make some sort ofword/nonword lexical decision response. The effectiveness

of single-word priming at influencing visual word recognition was initially documented

by Meyer and Schvaneveldt (1971). In their study, pairs ofword stimuli were presented on

the screen, and participants were required to press a "yes" button when both stimuli were

words and to press a "no" button otherwise. What they found was that the response time

(RT) became much faster when the two words were semantically associated (e.g.,

butter-bread) than when they were not (e.g., butter-doctor). Similarly, in a sentence

priming paradigm in which a target stimulus appears at the end of a sentence, the RT of a

lexical decision is shorter for words than for nonwords and it becomes even faster to a

word that is semantically congruent with the sentence meaning (Schuberth & Eimas,

1977), especially when it has a high completion probabihty (Fischler & Bloom, 1979).

To account for these early behavioral results using single word priming studies,

several mechanisms have been proposed, including the pre-lexical accoimts of automatic

spreading activation (ASA) theory (Collins & Loftus, 1975; Posner & Snyder, 1975a), the

expectancy-based priming (Becker, 1980; Posner & Snyder, 1975b), as well as several

post-lexical accounts (retrospective semantic-matching model by Neely & Keefe, 1989;

postaccess checking mechanism by Norris, 1986; compound cue mechanism by Ratcliff&





McKoon, 1988). More detailed descriptions ofbehavioral results of semantic priming on

visual word recognition and how it might interact with other factors, such as word

frequency and stimulus degradation, can be foimd in Neely (1991).

While theories as above have great explanatory powers with regard to how

semantic priming might occur in general, neither of these theories has incorporated the

timing of lexical semantic access into consideration (except the coarse pre-lexical vs.

post-lexical division). Of course, this is understandable, given that they have been

formulated based primarily on behavioral responses that normally occur between 500 -

600 ms after stimulus presentation. By the time a lexical decision is made, not only has the

participant processed a visual word stimulus all the way up to its semantic level, but the

task related instructions, and both the planning and executions of actual motor responses

have also been carried out. In addition to the theoretical significance in itself, one of the

potential benefits of correctly localizing lexical semantic access in a temporal domain is

that it may help identify the mechanisms underlying the semantic priming effect observed

behaviorally. For example, once we know the timing of lexical semantic access, we may

be able to tell whether the differences in processing between semantically primed and

semantically unprimed words are related to events prior to and/or after lexical semantic

access. We can test this by examining whether pre-lexical or post-lexical processes or both

are related to the observed behavioral results.

ERP Studies on Lexical Semantic Access and Discovery ofthe N400

Recorded either at the scalp or directly from inside the brain,

electroencephalography (EEG) signals, seen as voltage fluctuations, are summations of





post-synaptic potentials from pyramidal cells in cortical columns (Picton, Lins, & Sherg,

1995). While continuous EEG is sometimes ofgreat interest in clinical settings or for sleep

researchers, most cognitive electrophysiological studies have used event-related potentials

(ERPs), the EEG signals that are time-locked to a particular event and averaged across

many trials to examine brain responses related to specific types of information processing.

In their paper, which was also the first to examine the ERP correlates of lexical

semantic processing using a sentence priming paradigm, Kutas and HiUyard (1980)

recorded ERPs to single words presented one at a time in sentences, while participants

read them silently. TTie target words of interest were the ones that appeared at the end of

each sentence. While the semantics of the target words in one condition were congment

with the overall sentence meaning (e.g., "It was his first day at wor/t"), they were

incongnient with the overall sentence contexts m the other conditions (e.g., "He took a sip

from the .aterfair for a moderate incongruity, or "He took a sip from the transmitted^ for

a strong incongruity). What they found was a negative brain wave component that peaked

at around 400 ms (the N400) and was sensitive to semantic congruity: the strongly

incongruent target words (e.g.. transmitter) had a larger N400 than moderately

incongruent target words (e.g., waterfall), while the contextually congruent target words

did not show an apparent N400. Furthermore, when the physical properties of the target

stimuli were manipulated by changing the letter size, no difference was found during the

N400 tmie-window. Tliis suggests that the observed N400 effect was probably not due to

some difference at a sensory/perceptual level of visual word recognition, but rather as a

result of semantic analyses.





In addition, Kutas and Hiilyard (1984) further found that while the incongruity of

the target word with the overall sentence meaning is sufficient to elicit an N400 effect,

word expectancy might also affect N400 in that it inversely relates to the clozeprobability

(defined as the likelihood that a word would be selected by participants as a completion of

a sentence). For example, while safe,jobs and ladder were congruent with the sentence

meaning, when used in ^^She locked the valuables in the sa^\ ^^Too rr^any mer^ are out of

Jobs", and "The dog chased our cat up the ladder", the word safe had a larger cloze

probabihty than the ^ordJobs, which had a larger close probability than the word ladder

within their respective sentence contexts. As a result, the amplitude ofN400 was bigger

for the least expected words (e.g., ladder) than for the more expected words (e.g.. Jobs),

while there was no N400 for the best completion (e.g., s_afe). Although the physical

attributes (e.g., orthography and phonemes) were not particularly controlled in the study

among the target words, it seems unlikely that words with high, medium and low cloze

probabilities would differ systematically at some lower sensory/perceptual level, since

experimental conditions were created through manipulations of prior sentence contexts. In

this way, the target words in each condition could be regarded as randomly assigned, i.e.,

each word had an equal chance to be assigned to either low, medium, or high cloze

probabihty condition, depending on what prior sentence was used. Therefore, the observed

word expectancy effect on N400 was hkely due to the semantic manipulation rather than

due to some differences at lower levels of target stimuli.

Finally, Federmeier and Kutas (1999a; 1999b) studied the possibihties ofN400

being affected by categorization processes that presumably depend on long term memory.

As in previous ERP studies, sentences were presented one word at a time with the target





words appearing at the end. Between subjects, the target words could be either an expected

word (having the highest cloze probability) (e.g., "Every morning John makes a glass of

freshly squeezed juice. He keeps his refrigerator stocked with oranges") or an imexpected

word (having a low cloze probability of less than 0.05) but from the same category (e.g.,

apples) or an equally tmexpected word but from a different category {carrots). What they

found was that while both types of imexpected words (e.g., apples and carrots) had larger

N400 than expected words (e.g., oranges), the effect was bigger for the between-categoiy

violation than within-group violation. Since the mental lexicon is thought be organized in

a similar way, in studies that have used words as stimuli, the between- versus

within-category effect observed in N400 was most likely mediated through lexical

semantics that are stored as long-term memories. Overall, ERP studies using sentence

priming suggest that the N400 component can be regarded as a reliable index of semantic

influence, which might occur as early as 250 ms, if the initial divergence in ERP

waveforms is considered (see Kutas & Federmeier, 2000 for a review), and the left and the

right hemisphere may play different roles in this process (Federmeier & Kutas, 1999a).

Dentin, McCarthy and Wood (1985) were among the first researchers to use ERPs

to examine the semantic priming effect on visual word recognition with a single-word

priming paradigm. Similar to behavioral studies, a continuous hst of letter strings were

presented one at a time, to which participants needed to make a lexical decision, while

EEG was recorded. Each word stimulus could be either aprime (e.g., rain), a target (that

was semantically related to the prime, e.g., snow), or ajiller (that was not related to the

word preceding it, e.g., table following rain). The order of presentation was

pseudo-randomized with the target always following the prime and no more than 3 words





and 2 nonwords occurred in sequence. The word length and frequency did not differ

among word types. As in Kutas and Hillyard's study, the filler (unprimed words) and the

target (primed words) started to differ in ERP waveforms between 200 and 250 ms, and

the difference reached the maximum at about 400 ms with ERPs being more

negative-going for fillers than for targets, suggesting an N400 effect. Shortly after Dentin,

McCarthy and Wood's study, the same N400 effect was replicated by Rugg (1985). It was

further found that the N400 component might be modulated by other factors such as

attention. For example, the N400 effect was found to be larger when attention was

particularly directed to the semantic relationship than when it was not (Holcomb, 1988).

Similarly, when participants were instructed to make an antonym decision on the second

stimulus (e.g., white) in relation to the first stimulus (e.g., black), the N400 was ahnost

non-existent for the expected antonyms, while the amplitude ofN400 was the largest for

pseudowords and was medium for unexpected words (Bentin, 1987).

It should be noted, however, that the studies described above either in the context

of sentence priming or in the context of single-word priming do not answer the question of

whether the observed N400 effect was due to pre- or post-lexical mechanisms, since the

main research focus of these studies was not directly addressed to the N400 component

itself In general, ERP studies can be roughly divided into two streams, with one stream

focusing on the nature of particular ERP components and their underlying brain

mechanisms and the other stream using particular ERP components as tools to study other

issues (see Osterhout & Holcomb, 1995). The aforementioned N400 ERP studies in

general belong to the second stream in that researchers primarily use ERPs as a tool to

study such issues as visual word recognition in a sentence context or the organization of





semantic categories. Without regard to the mechanisms underlying N400, these studies

have suggested that visual word recognition can be influenced by semantic manipulation

and within-category members are more Ukely to be stored closer in long-term memory

than between-group members. On the other hand, in order to investigate the nature of an

ERP component, studies need to be specifically designed accordingly.

The Nature ofN400

In contrast to its consistent replication, the nature of the underlying N400 effect is

less cleair. Similar to the debate directed to the behavioral RT results, the proposed

mechanisms for N400 could be either pre- or post-lexical.

Automatic spreading activation (Collins & Loftus, 1975) is one of the key

pre-lexical theories. It assumes that the conceptual network is organized based on

semantic similarities: the concepts that share similar semantics have more links than the

ones that have little overlap with respect to meaning. Since each concept has its word

representation as well, the mental lexicon should have many properties similar to the

conceptual network. When a concept and its word representation in mental lexicon are

activated through the processing of either a prior sentence or a prime word, the activation

spreads out along the pathways to other concepts and their word representation with which

they share semantic similarities. As a result of this spreading activation, the recognition

threshold for these semantically related concepts and words will be lowered, leading to

shorter RT and smaller N400. Since this spreading activation is considered to be automatic

in nature, lexical semantic access would not be necessary for it to occur, and therefore,

either the RT or the N400 effect could happen pre-lexically for semantically related target





words. Seemingly consistent with automatic spreading activation (ASA) theory, the N400

effect was nonetheless found between semantically primed and unprimed words, even

when tasks only required sub-lexical judgment, e.g., deciding whether a particular letter

exists in either the prime or target (Kutas & Hillyard, 1989), or whether there was a

graphemic match or mismatch (Besson, Fischler, Boaz, & Raney, 1992).

Apparently for ASA theory to be supported with such results, we must assume that

lexical semantics would not be accessed if the task only requires sub-lexical judgment.

However, this might not be possible or at least be very difficult to achieve. For example,

Dehaene et al. (1998) found evidence in both fMRI and ERP data showmg that briefly

presented and masked words could be processed all the way to the semantic level even

without participants' awareness. As a result, even when a task only involves some type of

sub-lexical judgment, lexical semantic access may nevertheless happen.

As alternatives to the ASA theory, several post-lexical theories have been

suggested to explain the semantic priming effect, such as the "integrative" process account

and the account that links the N400 effect to the overall general conceptual structures of

memory, in which case the N400 effect is not linguistically unique, but rather common to

other types of stimuli of either the visual or other modalities. Despite some differences,

what is common among various post-lexical theories is that whatever mechanism it is, it

functions after the occurrence of lexical semantic access. Rugg (1990) investigated the

effect of word frequency on repetition priming. It was found that while unrepeated

low-frequency words produced larger N400 compared to high-frequency words, there was

no N400 effect between low- and high-frequency words when they were seen a second

time. More importantly, since there were six intervening items between the first and the
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second presentation of a word stimulxis, which presumably had prevented automatic

spreading activation, the lack ofN400 difference between the repeated low- and

high-frequency words seemed to support semantic priming at a post-lexical level.

Although there have been many ERP studies in the past to investigate the nature of

the N400 since its initial discovery by Kutas and Hillyard (1980), no consensus has been

reached: evidence in support of either the pre- or post-lexical position has been found (see

Osterhout & Holcomb, 1995 for a review). As a result, our question of the timing of

lexical semantic access has not been clearly answered based on these ERP studies. Even so,

the ERP work on N400 is significant. First, it has revealed brain correlates that are

sensitive to semantic priming. Second, it has shown that semantic priming occurs in the

brain much earlier than the actual motor responses measured behaviorally in lexical

decision tasks (e.g., at least by 250 ms post stimulus onset). Third, as with other debates in

science, research on the N400 has produced many innovative experimental designs that

will continue to be used in studies on visual word recognition as well as other related

issues. Finally, the different mechanisms proposed to explain the N400 effect have great

explanatory power. They may also be used to explain other phenomena as well, which we

will see later.

As previously discussed but in the context of behavioral data, an accurate temporal

location of lexical semantic access may also help address the pre- vs. post-lexical debate

on the N400. For example, if lexical semantic access happens before 250 ms when N400

rises, it would be more likely that some post-lexical mechanism leads to the N400 effect.

While the timing ofN400 accords reasonably well with the average reading speed of 200
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to 300 words per minute, could lexical semantic access occur even faster, for example,

within the first 200 ms after seeing a word?

Evidence ofEarly Lexical Semantic Access

Some circumstantial evidence seems to suggest that lexical semantic access occurs

earlier than 200 ms. For example, from the eye tracking studies in which continuous eye

movements are recorded simultaneously as participants perform a particular task (e.g.,

either reading a paragraph or viewing a picture), the average fixation duration in reading is

about 250 ms. Since a large proportion of this duration is used for motor plarmiug and

initiation of the next saccade eye movement, it is likely that a great amount of lexical

information including lexical semantics should have been processed within the first 200

ms (Rayner, 1998; Rayner, Slowiaczek, Clifton, & Bertera, 1983). When the saccadic eye

movements were removed through rapid serial visual presentation, reading speed can be

dramatically improved and could even reach over 1000 words per minute with

comprehension accuracy as high as 75% (Rubin & Turano, 1992). Although such a

remarkable reading speed found by Rubin and Turano might be due to the easier materials

used in their study (text for grades 4-9) in comparison with other studies (Masson, 1983, in

which materials were selected from reader's digest) or when syntactic structures were

particularly examined for comprehension (Keimedy & Mtirray, 1984), it nonetheless

serves as strong evidence that lexical semantics can be accessed very quickly.
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This is further supported by some recent ERP studies. For example, Sereno,

Brewer and O'Donnell (2003) examined the Nl component' for semantically ambiguous

words (e.g., bank) that could have both a dominant meaning (e.g., related to money) and a

subordinate meaning (e.g., related to river). Those semantically ambiguous words were

presented under two contexts, one being neutral (e.g., "James peered over at the bank")

and the other one biasing towards the subordinate meaning ("The mud was deep along the

banlC'). After the presentation of each sentence, participants were tested with a

comprehension question. What they found was that the amplitude ofNl component

occurring between 132 to 192 ms after stimulus onset was sensitive to semantic context.

When presented in a neutral context where it is associated with its more frequently used

dominant meaning, the Nl amplitude for semantically ambiguous words is comparable to

Nl amplitude for high frequency words. In a context associated with the less frequently

used subordinate meaning, the Nl amplitude of the same words became comparable to the

Nl amplitude for low frequency words, which is lower than for high frequency words.

These results suggest that lexical semantic access must have occurred early enough

to influence the Nl component during this period (e.g., between 132-192 ms). There are

at least two reasons for making this inference. First, since the same word stimuli were used

in both neutral and biasing conditions, the physical attributes (e.g., orthography and

phonemes) were matched and thus the difference in Nl amplitude could not be explained

through any difference at this level. However, it can be argued that the difference in

contexts (i.e., neutral vs. biasing) might nonetheless influence the sensory/perceptual

processing as well as the semantic processes of the target stimuli, either through automatic

' The Nl component is a negative wavefonn that is normally observed at 1 50 - 200 ms and is maximum
bilaterally at the ventral occipital-temporal sites (e.g., P07 in the left hemisphere and P08 in the right

hemisphere, based on the extended 10-20 system, Jasper, 1958).
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spreading activation theory, expectancy theory or some post-lexical "integration"

mechanism. Therefore, it seems that the same pre- vs. post-lexical debate with regard to

the interpretation ofN400 could be equally applied here to the Nl component. However, if

either the ASA or the expectancy theory is right, the Nl amplitude would be expected to

be smaller (as a result of lowered recognition threshold) when the target words were used

in a biasing context than in a neutral context. While this was found with regard to the

semantically unambiguous low frequency words (e.g., hawk, in a neutral context, "To our

surprise we saw a hawk" or in a biasing context, "Flying to its nest was a hawk") , the

opposite was found for ambiguous target words (e.g., bank), i.e., Nl amplitude for target

words was greater in a biasing context than in a neutral context. Therefore, the only

explanation that appears feasible and more parsimonious for these data is that lexical

semantic access occurs very quickly and depending on which semantic perspective was

accessed (e.g., bank in relationship either to money or river), the Nl component differed

correspondingly.

Consistent with this result using Unear regression analyses, Hauk et al. (2006)

found that semantic coherence, defined as the degree to which words sharing a root

morpheme (e.g., gold, golden, goldsmith) are semantically related to each other,

significantly correlated with ERP data during the time window around 160 ms. Similarly,

Penolazzi, Hauk and Pulvermuller (2007) foxmd that the cloze probability was reflected in

ERP data at around 1 80 ms. Even more surprisingly, some studies have reported even an

earlier semantic effect at about 100 ms. For example, Pulvermuller, AssadoUahi and Elbert

No difference in the Nl component was found for unambiguous high frequency words between biasing and

neutral conditions. One possible explanation might be that high-frequency words have very low recognition

threshold, as a result of which their visual recognition is less affected by semantic contextual manipulations.
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(2001) found in a magnetoencephalogram (MEG^) study that words with strong

multimodal semantic associations (e.g., words that have both visual and action

associations) had larger brain responses at about 100 ms (as measured by evoked magnetic

fields) than both grammatical function words and unimodal words (that have either visual

or action associations), even after the word length and frequency were controlled.

Similarly, Skrandies (1998) found that ERP effects occurred at about 100 ms to words that

differ along affective dimensions. Therefore, when considered together with results from

both eye movement and ERP studies, it seems likely that lexical semantic access must

occur prior to 200 ms after stimulus onset (Sereno & Rayner, 2003).

Nonetheless, in contrast to the large amount of research given to the N400

component, the possibility of early semantic access has been largely overlooked. Even for

studies that have examined early ERP time windows for lexical semantic access, there

might be some issues. For example, results in the PulvermuUer et al. (2001) study were

based on multiple-recordings of a single subject. Although such an approach could be as

important as close examinations of single neuropsychological patients, it may still be

difficult to generalize from this single individual. In Skrandies's study (1998), while it was

mentioned that word length and word occurrence in everyday language were similar

across conditions, no statistics were provided on these factors. Thus, more research needs

to be done to investigate more thoroughly the possibility of early lexical semantic access.

' MEG signals are based on magnetic fields generated by electrical activities of the brain. More or less from
the same source as EEG (see comparsion between EEC and MEG in D. Cohen & CufTGn, 1983), MEG also

has a superior temporal resolution compared to fMRI and PET.
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Goals ofthis Thesis

In the current thesis, using event-related potentials, we examined the issue of early

lexical semantic access in two studies. For Study 1 , we created semantic priming using a

blocked design. For Study 2, a randomized procedure was adopted and semantic priming

was created in a similar way that has been previously used by other ERP studies. If the

lexical semantic access does occur early, i.e., within the first 200 ms after stimulus

presentation, we would expect to find evidence in support of it fi-om both studies.

In addition, since the process underlying visual word recognition is dynamic and

possibly interacts with other factors, such as attention and semantic context, we would

expect that some different results might also emerge between Study 1 and Study 2.

Specifically, compared to a randomized design in Study 2, we believed that a blocked

design in Study 1 enabled participants to use top-down processes (e.g., generating

expectations). By comparing resxilts from the two studies, we could examine how

top-down factors might affect the ERPs associated with visual word recognition. Finally,

word fi-equency and neighborhood density (the number ofwords that can be generated by

changing one letter of the original word or nonword) can also affect visual word

recognition, which have been found by both behavioral and electrophysiological studies.

In contrast to the "top-down" approach, these factors could be generally regarded as

"bottom-up", since they are inherent characteristics of the stimuli. In the current thesis, we

examined these factors more closely. In contrast to previous ERP studies, we focused on

early ERP components for evidence of lexical semantic access within 200 ms. In Study 3,

we focused on the orthographic (pre-lexical) level.
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Thus, the three studies examined (1) the timing of lexical semantic access, (2) the

influence oftop-down processes on visual word recognition, and (3) the influence of

bottom-up processes on visual word recognition. We hypothesize that all these effects can

happen very fast, and would be reflected within the first 200 ms ofword reading in ERPs.
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Study 1: An ERP study of early lexical semantic access with a blocked design

In Study 1 , we investigated the timing of lexical semantic access by asking

participants to perform the lexical decision task in two conditions, one of which has more

emphasis on semantic meanings of the words. This was achieved by having all words

within each block of the semanticallyprimed condition belong to the same category and at

the end of each block, participants were asked to make a category decision. Across

subjects, the same stimuli appeared in both the semanticallyprimed and the semantically

unprimed condition. By using this paradigm, we found in a pilot study (unpublished data)

a semantic effect in the Nl component, stronger on the left, between 150 and 200 ms .

However, because the word length differentiated words and nonwords (nonwords were

shorter to ease reading), it was not possible to draw straightforward conclusions, as there

have been studies showing that word length may influence early ERP components (Hauk,

Davis et al., 2006; Hauk & Pulvermuller, 2004): longer words are associated with a larger

PI. In addition, word length may also affect ERP components by interacting with other

factors, such as word frequency and lexical semantics. For example, Assadollahi &

Pulvermuller (2003) found that while low-frequency words had overall greater brain

responses than high frequency words between 120-170 ms after stimulus onset, this was

only found for short words (3-4 letters). For long words (5-7 letters), the same word

frequency effect was only found later during 225-250 ms after stimulus onset. Similarly,

Penolazzi et al. (2007) found in an ERP study that when word frequency, word length and

cloze probability (i.e., the likelihood of a word appearing in a particular sentence) were

Although the latency of the semantic effect may not be equal to the timing of lexical semantic access

(although it is a necessary condition, i.e., if no semantic effect was found to occur earlier, lexical semantic

access would not occur either), some inference about the latter can be drawn, when studies are designed

properly and results show particular patterns, as in Sereno et al.'s study (2003)
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investigated together, both word frequency and cloze probabihty interacted with word

length to affect the overall brain responses around 120 and 180 ms. We therefore

conducted the current study in an attempt to replicate our previous results but this time

controlling for the word length.

Methods

Subjects

Fourteen iiniversity students (12 females, mean age = 20) participated in the

current study. No participants reported any language deficits (e.g., dyslexia), attentional

problems (e.g., ADHD), motor problems, psychiatric history, or conditions that might

affect the nervous system (e.g., severe head injuries and epilepsy). All participants were

right-handed native EngUsh speakers with normal or corrected to normal vision. After the

study, a research participation credit or $15 compensation was provided.

Stimuli and tasks

One hundred words and 1 00 nonwords were presented to participants, with 20

words selected from each of the five semantic categories: animals (e.g., tiger), occupations

(e.g., lawyer), body parts (e.g., neck), places (e.g., library), and food/drink (e.g., wine).

The words were between 3 (e.g., cat) and 10 letters (e.g., restaurant) in length (mean =

5.59), subtending visual angles of 2.5 to 8.4 degrees horizontally and 1.2 degrees

vertically. Nonwords (e.g., streave, lev) were pseudowords that matched the real words in

length and conformed to both orthographic and phonological rules ofEnglish without any

pseudohomophones (e.g., nale). Half of the words from each category and halfof the
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nonwords were used in a semantically primed lexical decision task (LS), and the other half

in a semantically unprimed lexical decision task (LD). Ehiring both the pilot testing and

the study, participants reported the stimuli were comfortable to read.

Semanticallyprimed lexical decision task(LS). This task contained 5 blocks, each

with 10 words and 10 nonwords randomly ordered. The participants were instructed to

make word-nonword judgments by pressing a button with the appropriate index finger,

counterbalanced across subjects. The words presented within each block were from the

same category (e.g., animals). At the end of each block, in order to further emphasize the

semantic aspect of the task, participants were required to make a category decision by

selecting one word out of four that best fit with the word list just presented (e.g., zebra for

the category of animals).

Semantically unprimed lexical decision task(LD). Similar to the LS task, 5 blocks

of20 stimuli each were presented and participants were required to make a word-nonword

judgment by pressing appropriate buttons. In this case, however, the words used within

each block were not from one category, but from 5 categories (i.e., 2 words from each

category). Thus the 10 words from each category in the LS task were dispersed across the

5 blocks in the LD task. After the end of each block, there was a 5-second break to

approximately match the timing between blocks in the LS task.

In order to have each stimulus used in both tasks, stimuli used in the LS task and in

the LD task were counterbalanced across subjects, as was the order of the two tasks. The

two word and nonword sets were matched for length. Thus, the LS task and LD task did

not differ with regard to the stimuli used.
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We hypothesized that if there was an effect of semantic context on the early

coinponents of the ERP, we would find an altered PI or Nl amplitude for the LS task, and

that this effect might be stronger at left hemisphere sites, considering the results firom our

pilot study and the general hemisphere asymmetry for the language processing (Ojemann,

1991; Thompson et al., 2001). Given that response time is generally affected by semantic

priming, we also decided to investigate by examining individual differences whether

semantic priming effect on behavioral responses might relate to semantic priming effects

on early ERP components.

Procedure

After signing the consent form and filling out a health questiormaire to preclude

medical conditions that may affect EEG recordings, participants performed the two tasks

while EEG was recorded. All stimuli consisted of lower case letters in courier font. They

were presented randomly in black on a gray background in the center of a computer screen

60 cm from the participant's chin-rest. Each trial started with a fixation cross presented for

700 ms, followed by a 300, 400 or 500 ms blank screen varied to reduce stimulus onset

anticipation, followed by a stimulus for 700 ms, and a 300 ms interstimulus mterval of a

blank screen. Responses to the lexicality (word-nonword) judgment could either be made

during the presentation of each stimulus (which would terminate the stimulus) or be made

during the 300 ms period following the presentation of the stimulus. Before each task,

instructions were visually presented and verbally explained by a researcher. Both accuracy

and speed were emphasized. Participants were then given as many practice trials as they

needed on a practice set of stimuli imtil task requirements became clear. After the study
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was completed, feedback was obtained verbally from each participant concerning the task.

All procedures receive clearance from the Research Ethics Board ofBrock University.

EEG recording and analyses

An electroencephalogram (EEG) recording was made using an elastic net

containing 128 silver chloride plated electrodes embedded in sponges (Electrical

Geodesies, Inc., Eugene, Oregon). During recording, all electrodes were referenced to the

vertex (Cz) and amplified by Net Amps 200 with a band-pass filter 0.01 - 100 Hz. EEG

was sampled at 500 times per second. Impedances were maintained below 50 kQ. Eye

movements and blinks were monitored by electrodes placed below and beside both eyes.

Each stimulus was marked and segmented with an epoch starting 200 ms before

stimulus onset and ending 800 ms post stimulus onset. Offline filtering was performed

with a band-pass 1 - 30 Hz. Trials that were contaminated by movements were visually

inspected and manually rejected. Trials with eye-artifacts were identified and corrected

using the automatic artifact correction method provided by BESA 5.1 (Scherg & Berg,

1996). The remaining trials were averaged to produce ERPs (128 channels), which were

then converted by spherical spline into an 81 -electrode montage based on the standard

10/20 system (Talairach, Toumoux, & 1988, 1988) after eliminating any bad chaimels and

re-referenced to a common average.

The ERP components (i.e., the positive and negative peaks in an ERP waveform at

certain latencies) were identified using the root mean square (RMS) (Lehmann &

Skrandies, 1980)

V (lVi^)/8 1 (where Vj is the voltage at the i* electrode)

i-l;81
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that was calculated on the average-referenced ERP data at all electrodes every 2 ms over

the whole epoch (see Figure 1). As a result, five components were identified that peaked at

approximately 104, 168, 330, 486, and 792 ms. Of particular interest for this study are the

first two components corresponding to PI and Nl, with topographical distributions

placing them in occipital and occipital-temporal regions (see Figure 2). For each

component, electrodes with maximum absolute values were selected first; then based on

the topographic distribution, three electrodes within the proximity of those local maxima

were fiirther selected and each scored. The values for the 4 sites were averaged so that the

brain activity within the region of interest could be represented more stably (UUsperger &

von Cramon, 2001). In addition, since we were also interested in the possibility that a

semantic or lexicality effect might be moderated by a hemisphere factor, symmetric

electrodes from both sides were included. Thus, the PI was represented by the average of

Ol, 09, P07, and P09 for the left side, and 02, OlO, P08 and POlO for the right side. Nl

was represented by the average ofP7, P9, P07, and P09 for the left, and P8, PIO, P08 and

POlO for the right side. Together, the averaged amplitudes of the selected electrodes over

the 20 ms time window symmetric around the peaks (94 - 1 14 ms for PI ; 158 - 178 ms for

Nl) were used for data analyses using ANOVA with repeated measures on lexicality

(word/nonword), task (LD/LS) and hemisphere (left/right).
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Figure 1 . Global field powers (GFPs) for different conditions. GFPs are

measurements of overall brain responses across all electrodes at a particular

latency.
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for different conditions in Study 1
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Results

Behavioral Data

Response times (RT) for words were shorter overall than for nonwords, F(l,13) =

52.7,p < .001. The main effect for the type of task was also significant F( 1,1 3) = 56.4,/) <

.001, in that RT was overall shorter for the LS task. In addition, the lexicality interacted

with the type of task, F(l,13) = 10.3,p = .007. The lexicality effect was larger in the LD

task (difference RT = 77.7 ms, ^(13) = 7.7, /? < .001) than in the LS task (difference RT =

45.2 ms, /(13) = 4.7,/? < .001), as confirmed, when we compared the RT difference

between words and nonwords in the two tasks, t(l3) = 3.21,/? = .007. (Figvire 3). Looked

at another way, the task effect was greater for nonwords (difference RT = 49.5) than for

words (difference RT = 17.0), /(13) = 3.21, p = .007. Neither the task effect nor the

lexicality effect nor the interaction between the two on RT was further moderated by task

order (for the semantic task effect by task order, F(l , 1 2) = 2.4, /> = . 1 5; for the lexicality

effect by task order, F(l, 12) < 1, w. 5.; for the semantic task effect by lexicality effect by

task order, F(l, 12) = 2.9, /? = .12). The response accuracy results matched the RT

findings. There were main effects of lexicality, F(l,13) = 10.3,p = .007, with higher

accuracy for words than for nonwords, and task, F(l,13) = 24.8,/? < .001, with higher

accuracy for LS than LD, and the lexicality effect interacted with the type of task, F(l, 13)

= 8.7,/) = .011, where the lexicality effect was larger in the LD task, /(13) = 3.S2,p = .002,

than in the LS task, /(13) = 1.88, /> = .082 (Figure 3).
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LD task, and a marginal task x hemisphere interaction was found, F(l, \3) = 3.5,p =

0.084. However, because our a priori hypothesis was that there may be an effect due to

activation in the left hemisphere, analyses were performed separately for hemispheres.

There was a task effect only for the left hemisphere, F(l,13) = 6.0, p = 0.03, and not for

the right hemisphere, F(\, 13) < 1 , ns (Figure 4). This was not affected by task order, F(\,

13) = 3.4,/? = 0.09.

Left Hemisphere

— Word(LO)
— NonWord(LDT)—Word (LS)

NonWord(LS)
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1bl
LO

DWord

NonWord
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Right Hemisphere
Word (LO)

NonWord<LD)
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2 5

NonWord(LS)
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Figure 4. The task effect and lexicality effect in PI of Study 1 . The PI amplitudes

were based on the average of P07, P09, 01, 09 for the left, and of P08, POlO,
02, OlO for the right between 94 and 1 14 ms

NI. The 2 (lexicality) x 2 (task) x 2 (hemisphere) within-subjects ANOVA

yielded a main effect of task, with the largerNl for the LS task, F(l,13) = 5.2,p = .04.

However, this is superceded by a lexicality x task interaction, F(1,I3) = 4.5,p = .05, such
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that the task differentiated the words on this component, F(l,13) = l.\,p = .019 being

larger for words in LS, but not the nonwords, F(l,13) < 1, ns (see Figure 5). None of the

interactions with hemisphere were significant, and the lexicality by semantic task

interaction in Nl was not further affected by task order (F(l, 12) < 1, n.s.).

Left Hemisphere Word (LD)

NonWord (LD)

Word (LS)

NonWord (LS)

LD LS

Word

NonWord

(mV)
Right Hemisphere— Word (LD)

- NonWord (LD)
— Word(LS)
— NonWord (LS)

BWord
NonWord

Figure 5. The interaction between task and lexicality in the Nl component in

Study 1 suggests the occurrence of lexical semantic access at about 1 70 ms. The
Nl amplitudes were based on the average of P07, P09, P7, P9 for the left, and of

P08, POlO, P8, PIO for the right between 158 and 178 ms.
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The RTsemanticpriming advantage and the PI, Nl enhancement effects

Given that category priming speeds up responses ofmaking a lexical decision, it

would be interesting to see whether there was a relationship between semantic priming on

behavioural responses and semantic priming on early components shown to be larger in

the LS task compared with the LD task. That is, we asked whether people who

demonstrate a stronger ERP enhancement as a result of semantic priming also show a

larger speeding up of response time. To examine this, we calculated differences in RT

representing the LS task advantage for both words and nonwords, the differences in PI

amplitudes in the left hemisphere for both words and nonwords, and the difference in Nl

amplitudes for words only because we found it was only the Nl to words that related to the

task manipulation. As shown in Figure 6, for words, there is a strong relation between the

PI amplitude change and the RT advantage (r = .942,/? < .001) for 1 1 of the participants,

excluding three participants who are outliers on the bivariate distribution (they were 6.9,

8.3 and 9.1 standard deviations from the regression line). This relation is also significant

including all 14 participants when we examined the PI difference as a percentage of the

PI total amphtude, r = .56,p = .038. For pseudowords, there was also a significant relation

between the PI amplimde change and the RT advantage (r = .579,p = .03; see Figure 7).

The correlation between RT advantage and the Nl difference between conditions was not

significant, r = .472, ns.
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Figure 7. Semantic task effect in PI for nonwords predicts

individuals' behavioral performance
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Discussion

Effect oflexical status at 100 ms

We found in the current study that the earliest lexicality effect occurred by 100 ms

in both tasks in that words had a larger PI than nonwords. A similar lexicality effect in the

PI was reported by Sereno, Rayner and Posner (1998), in which the PI differentiated

words from both pseudowords and consonant strings, while the latter two did not differ

from each other. While this early differentiation between words and nonwords could be

due to lexical semantic access, it could also be due to the visual processing of orthographic

structures at a sensory/perceptual level. While some studies have reported a semantic

effect in PI, there were limitations with regard to their experimental designs (see previous

discussion). The orthographic interpretation seems to be more consistent with some recent

findings that the PI amplitude can be affected by orthographic typicality, as measured

through positional bigram (two-letter combinations, e.g., "th") and trigram frequencies

(three-letter combinations, e.g., "ett") (Hauk, Davis et al., 2006; Hauk, Patterson et al.,

2006). Indeed, after we calculated the positional bigram frequencies for words and

pseudowords in the current study, we found that words had a much higher bigram

frequency than pseudowords (p < .001), and thus bigram frequency might be responsible

for the lexicality effect in the PI component, further supporting the earlier studies^. Using

fMRI, Binder et al. (2006) found that the brain region diat is sensitive to positional bigram

frequencies is the left lateral fusiform gyrus, which is the visual word form area (VWFA),

a brain region that is particularly responsive to words and pseudowords compared to other

types of visual stimuli, such as false fonts, faces and other visual objects (L. Cohen et al..

' However, since the bigram frequency was not of primary interest while designing Study 1, we could only

make a limited inference. A more direct test of bigram frequency effect on visual word recognition was
performed in Study 3, in which the bigram frequency varied along a continuum.
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2002; Nobre, Allison, & McCarthy, 1994; Petersen, Fox, Snyder, & Raichle, 1990). It

should be noted, however, that the ERP component thought to be produced by activations

ofVWFA normally occurs between 150 ms and 200 ms and is negative over the left

inferior temporal sites (L. Cohen et al, 2000), which fits well with descriptions ofthe Nl

component. Therefore, the positional bigram frequency effect should have been expected

in the Nl component rather than the PI component. It remains to be seen whether the PI is

also produced by neural activity in the same region as the VWFA, an issue that may not be

resolved by the low spatial resolution ofERP source modeling. Nevertheless, we should

still be able to conclude based on our results and others' that words and nonwords can be

differentiated at an orthographic level in the human visual cortex within the first 100 ms.

As for the question of whether the lexicality effect observed in Study 1 could also be a

result of lexical semantic access, it was partly addressed in Study 2, when bigram

frequency was controlled between words and nonwords. If lexical semantic access did

occur at about 100 ms, the lexicahty effect would nonetheless found, without regard to

bigram frequency. However, results of Study 2 seemed to suggest the opposite (see Study

2 for more detailed resiUts),

In addition to lexical status, word frequency also has been reported to affect early

ERP components (Assadollahi & PulvermuUer, 2003; Hauk, Davis et al., 2006; Hauk &

Pulvermuller, 2004; Penolazzi et al., 2007; Sereno et al., 2003; Sereno, Rayner, & Posner,

1998). While it should be expected that word frequency, which is similar to bigram and

trigram frequency but in a more holistic way, should likewise affect PI, it has been mostly

found between 150 - 200 ms in the Nl component, except in Hauk et al.'s study (2006)

where a word frequency effect was shown at 1 10 ms. At the moment, we think that one of
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the reasons for the lack offindings in word frequency effect in the PI component might be

due to the different ways of analyzing data. For example, Hauk et al. (2006) found a

frequency effect in PI by using a continuous measure of frequency in a multiple

regression analysis, while the other studies have dichotomized word stimuli into low- and

high-frequency groups. Compared to group designs, multiple regression analysis has an

advantage of taking into account more variance in the independent variable, and therefore

would be more likely to detect the effect ofword frequency on PI, if there was one. When

we manipulated word frequency systematically and examined its relationship with PI, a

significant negative correlation was indeed found between the two (See Study 3 for more

detailed results).

Semantic priming/unpriming task effect at 100 ms

In the current study, we found that when a person is primed to read a word for

meaning during a lexical decision task and a word category has been primed from reading

the previous stimulus, responses are faster and more accurate to both the words and

nonwords. The ERP shows the earliest task effect between the LD and LS conditions at

around 100 ms at left hemisphere sites: LS produced a significantly larger PI than LD.

More interestingly, after we examined the relation between RT and ERP data in terms of

individual differences, we found that the amplitude increase in PI in the LS condition

compared to the LD condition accounted for much of the RT speedup in the LS task.

However, considering that word reading could be still at an orthographic stage at about

100 ms (see previous discussion ofwhy this might be the case), the "semantic" priming

effect in the PI component may very well not be due to lexical semantic access per se, but
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rather be due to the influence of our task manipulation on visual processing of

orthographic structures. This seems to be further supported in that the task effect was

found for both words and pseudowords in both analyses (i.e., when we compare PI across

tasks and when we correlate PI with RT across individuals). This suggests that the task

effect in the PI is possibly due to some general mechanism associated with our semantic

task manipulations, which can be equally applied to both word and nonword stimuli.

On the other hand, it is possible that the semantic manipulation may affect PI

differently for words and pseudowords. For example, either an automatic spreading

activation or a conscious expectancy (see Neely, 1991 for a review) could generate a word

set at an orthographic level. However, this cannot apply to nonwords. Furthermore, since

the lexical status has been established at the PI timing, although it is still at an

orthographic level, we might expect that words and nonwords would respond differently

to the task manipulation.

To examine whether this PI task effect is general or specific, we ran two new

regression analyses (for words and for nonwords separately) predicting the RT semantic

speedup from the PI increase, controlling for the PI enhancement from the other stimulus

type. For the analysis of the responses to words, the RTld - RTls difference was the

criterion measure and the PI amplitude enhancement in LS compared to LD conditions

(PIls - PIld) was the predictor measure. However, we first entered the PI amplitude

enhancement for the nonwords to partial out that variance. For nonwords, a similar

analysis was performed (Table 1). If it was a general mechanism, such as task difficulty,

that produced the task effect in PI for both words and nonwords, we would predict that the

predictive variance in RT would be common to the two types of stimuli. If this is correct.
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then the correlation between PI enhancement and RT speedup for words would disappear

after partialing out the PI enhancement for nonwords and vice versa. If oiu- semantic task

manipulation had specific effects for words and nonwords, controlling for the PI

enhancement from either type of stimulus would not affect the correlation between PI

enhancement and RT speedup for the other type of stimulus, i.e., there would be unique

variance for each stimulus type.

What we found was a clear dissociation. When the variance due to the nonword PI

enhancement was removed first, the PI enhancement for words in the LS task continued to

contribute over 80% of the variance to the RT semantic speedup for words (see Table 1).

Similarly, for the nonword analysis, the RT speedup was not accounted for by the PI

semantic enhancement to words, but was still significantly accounted for by the P

1

semantic enhancement to nonwords, although the effect for nonwords was not as strong as

for the words (see Table 1). In other words, the PI enhancement task effect was specific to

the type of stimulus and was different for words and nonwords, and could not be simply

explained through some general mechanisms. This has two important implications. First,

using a different analysis, it fiirther supports the word/nonword distinction occurring at

this early time fi-ame, i.e., the effect of lexical status at 100 ms discussed earlier that

occurred at an orthographic decoding stage. Second, responding to task manipulations, the

brain accordingly treats words and nonwords in different ways. To our knowledge, this is

the first time that a semantic task effect has been reported in the PI component, with

separate sources of variance for words and nonwords.
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Dependent variable; Word trials RT in LD minus LS task

Predictors R R^ sr^

Step 1 : Nonword P 1 increase

Step 2: Word PI increase

Nonword PI increase

.30 .09 .09

.95 .91 .81

.02

F-ch grob

.91 .366

68,8 <.001

1.44 .26

Dependent variable: Nonword trials RT in LD minus LS task

Predictors R R^ sr^

Step 1: Word PI increase

Step 2: Nonword PI increase

Word PI increase

.24 .06 .06

.67 .45 .39

.02

F-ch prob

.55 .478

5.6 .045

.21 .66

Table 1. Regression analyses demonstrating different sources of variance for the PI

amplitude enhancement accounting for the word and nonword RT speedup in the

semantically primed lexical decision task compared to the unprimed lexical decision

task. For this analysis, the 3 bivariate outliers are omitted (See Figure 6 and Results).

Finally, it should be noted that our finding ofwords having a larger PI amplitude

than nonwords was in the opposite direction ofwhat has been typically found in other

studies. For example, in Sereno, Rayner, and Posner's study (1998), words were found to

elicit a smaller PI than both pseudowords and consonant strings. Similarly, studies on the

word frequency effect often find that high frequency words are associated with smaller

amplitudes of the PI component (Hatik, Davis et al, 2006) or the Nl component

(Assadollahi & Pulvermuller, 2003; Sereno et al., 2003; Sereno et al., 1998). While it may
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be that this discrepancy between o\ir results and others' is due to the different tasks used,

this issue needs to be investigated more fully.

Reaching lexical semantics by 170 ms

Within about 50 ms after the PI, we foimd there was a lexicality by task interaction

in the Nl component, peaking at 168 ms. The result that Nl differs only for words

between two tasks suggests that lexical semantic access has happened by this time. This is

consistent with ERP studies previously described, which have suggested a similar time

window for semantic access (around 160 ms, Hauk, Davis et al., 2006; aroimd 180 ms,

Penolazzi et al., 2007; 132-192 ms, Sereno et al., 2003). This is also consistent with ERP

findings of a word frequency effect in the Nl (Assadollahi & PulvermuUer, 2003; Hauk,

Davis et al, 2006; Hauk & PulvermuUer, 2004; Penolazzi et al, 2007; Sereno et al., 2003;

Sereno et al., 1998), as word frequency is often regarded as an index to lexical access

(Balota, 1990), although we had also previously raised the possibility of word frequency

affecting the PI component at an orthographic level. Finally, the Nl component is thought

to be associated with visual word form area (VWFA). There are recent studies suggesting

that VWFA is indeed sensitive to semantics (Devlin, Jamison, Gonnerman, & Matthews,

2006) and thus could serve at a mediating level between the sensory/perceptual stage and

the semantic processing stage (Martin-Loeches, 2007).
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Conclusions of Study 1

Using the same words and nonwords in two tasks that differed in emphasis on the

ease of semantic retrieval, we examined the early ERP components PI and Nl for visual

word recognition. Several key findings were obtained. First, we observed that words and

nonwords could be differentiated very quickly at about 100 ms. The brain mechanism

underlying this early lexicality effect probably depends on neural encoding of

orthographic structures (i.e., the shapes of word stimuli) in visual cortex which is specific

enough that such highly sinfiilar stimuli as words (e.g., tape) and nonwords (e.g., tave) can

nonetheless be differentiated. Second, this orthographic processing stage was subject to

our semantic manipulation, as a semantic task effect was observed for both words and

nonwords in the PI . However, the PI semantic enhancement effect for words and for

nonwords appeared to come from different sources, further providing evidence for early

word/nonword differentiation at 100 ms. Third, we found evidence in the Nl component

that lexical semantic access occurred by 168 ms. Therefore, consistent with more recent

ERP and eye tracking studies, our result has further supported the possibility of early

lexical semantic access. Finally, using regression analyses, we found that individual

differences in behavioral performance in a lexical decision task that is primed by semantic

category may be traced to the very early sensory/perceptual stage occurring at about 100

ms.

While our first goal of the current thesis, i.e., the timing of lexical semantic access,

has been addressed by Study 1 , some novel observations were also made, particularly with

regard to the PI component. Let us now examine possible mechanisms for these findings.

I
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Semantic task effect in PI

Semantic priming using a blocked design allows participants to generate sets of

expectant words for particular blocks, e.g., words for animals or words for body parts. As

a result of this expectation, the recognition threshold for these words would be

correspondingly lowered. Subsequently, when they are actually presented in the study,

recognition ofthese words would become much easier. As previously described, since the

brain processing that gives rise to the PI component is at an orthographic level (i.e., the

shapes of word stimuli), this lowering of recognition threshold therefore happens at a

sensory/perceptual stage, involving no lexical semantics. While this is essentially similar

to the general model of the expectancy-based mechanism (Becker, 1980; Posner &

Snyder, 1975b), it may not be effective in all semantic priming paradigms, as it will be

seen shortly in Study 2, when we contrast results from a blocked design with results from a

randomized design.

For nonwords, the mechanism producing the semantic task effect in PI carmot be

due to the lowered recognition threshold, because nonwords do not have brain

representations yet, and thus recognition threshold can not be applied to them. Instead, the

semantic task effect in PI for nonwords must be mediated indirectly but nonetheless

through semantic priming on words. This leads to an intriguing question: if the semantic

task effect for both words and nonwords were due to semantic priming on words, how

could the sources of variance be different, as we found in our regression analyses?

When semantically primed, not only was the recognition threshold lowered for

expected words, but also the size of the set to be searched for a nonword decision was
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greatly reduced. For example, without semantic priming, the nonword decision was based

on whether it was a word; on the other hand, when semantically primed, the nonword

decision was instead based on whether it was an animal word. We propose that it is this

difference in the size of the set required for searching a nonword decision that produced

the semantic task effect in PI for nonwords. It should be noted, however, that searching

for a nonword decision does not occur at a sensory/perceptual stage (that produces the PI),

since what brain does at this stage is simply to decode the orthographic features of either a

word or a nonword stimulus. Rather, the searching for a nonword decision happens

strategically at a post sensory/perceptual level. More detailed discussion on why there was

a need for searching for a nonword decision and why it most likely happens after the

sensory/perceptual stage will be given shortly. We think it was the reduced set size search

for a nonword decision that made the lexical semantic (LS) task much easier than the

lexical decision (LD) task, and that it was this overall greater ease ofLS task over LD task

that led to the PI difference between nonwords in the two tasks.

To conclude, although the semantic task effects in PI were both produced through

expectations, we think the mechanisms were different for words and for nonwords. While

for words, the semantic task effect in PI was a direct result of lowered recognition

thresholds, for nonwords it was a result of strategic decisions through the reduced set-size

search for a nonword decision.

But, if the above mechanism, i.e., the greater ease ofLS task over LD task as a

result of reduced searching size affected PI for nonwords in two tasks, why didn't it

similarly affect PI for words in the two tasks. How could we account for this separation of

PI effect for words and for nonwords? We suggest that this is due to the automatic nature
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of word processing, and the degree of automaticity determines the degree to which it can

be affected by task difficulty, as a result of either strategic decisions in Study 1^ or other

similar "top-down" factors, e.g., attention and executive control. Of course, the notion of

automaticity is not new. It has been proposed for word reading (LaBerge & Samuels,

1974) and for distinctions between controlled and automatic processes in general

(Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977; Shif&in & Schneider, 1977) as early as 1970s. The

phenomena of automatic word reading can also be easily seen in certain tasks, such as the

Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). Since we have great exposure to words (especially the words

used in Study 1, e.g., dog, had very high frequencies), processing them becomes so

automatic that it should not be affected much by other factors, such as attention, executive

control or task difficulty as a result of strategic decisions. Nonwords, on the other hand,

have not been seen before and have no representations in the brain. As a result, processing

nonwords is not so automatic and thus can be influenced by participants' strategic

decisions. Finally, the automaticity ofword reading should be applied to all stages ofword

reading, including both the semantic as well as the sensory/perceptual processing. It is the

difference in automaticity at the orthographic decoding stage between words and

nonwords that produced their different responses to task difficulty as a result of strategic

decisions, i.e., while PI for nonwords was affected by it, PI for words was not.

Lexicality effect on PI

Closely linked to automaticity is the idea of specificity, as when we discuss or

compare automatic versus non-automatic processes, we also imply that it is automatic only

* In contrast to the task difficulty that can be possibly made through stimulus degradation, for example,

which would affect visual processing of all types of stimuli in general.
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for certain specific processes, not for others. For example, the automaticity may develop in

stages with it being developed first for orthographic decoding followed by later

development of automatic lexical semantic retrieval. Therefore, at the early stage of

acquiring a new lexical item, the automaticity is only specific to the orthographic

decoding. In addition, we also suggested that instead of being a dichotomy, automaticity

varies in degrees along a continuum, which must also take place in the context of specific

processes. For example, we can think of the processing of nonwords being at the low end

ofthe automaticity continutmi, while the processing of high frequency words is at the

other end, with the processing of low frequency words and medium frequency words

located somewhere in the middle. Such various degrees of automaticity for specific

processes must be mediated by the brain, and from a electrophysiological perspective,

such mediation might be reflected and observed in ERPs through changes in amplitudes or

latency.

When such various degrees of automaticity for specific processes are applied to the

orthographic decoding stage ofword reading, changes in PI component are expected.

Presumably, this specificity can happen at a single-word level. For example, there might

be separate processes specifically associated with the orthographic decoding of tiger and

whale, and tiger should be decoded more automatically than whale, since it has a greater

word frequency. In addition, there is also specificity at a sub-lexical level. For example,

while tiger and wo/fhave similar word frequency in the language, the average bigram

frequency for tiger is much greater than wolf, i.e., the letter combinations that consist the

word tiger are more common than the letter combinations that consist word wolf. Thus, at

a sub-lexical level, tiger should be processed more automatically than wolf, although this
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might not be the case at a whole-word level. Although different for each word stimulus,

these specific processes nonetheless serve similar functions (e.g., orthographic decoding),

and may be mediated through the same brain mechanisms by the same brain structures

(e.g., visual cortices at both lower and higher hierarchies), differing only in the actual

content (tiger vs. whale). We use "micro-processes" to describe such processes, in contrast

to "macro-processes" that we use to describe specific processes that happen at a much

larger scale, i.e., the ones that serve different functions (e.g., orthographic decoding vs.

semantic retrieval) and are most likely mediated through different brain mechanisms by

different brain structures (e.g., visual cortices vs. hippocampal complex). It is the

difference in automaticity of those specific micro-processes for orthographic decoding

that led to the lexicality effect in PI in the current ERP study: words had greater PI than

nonwords'.

Searchingfor nonword decisions, where bottom-up meets top-down

Finally, one last issue involves the key assumption for our explanation of the task

effect on PI for nonwords: Why is there a search for nonword decisions at a post

sensory/perceptual stage? Considering our previous discussions on automaticity, this

assumption seems to be contradictory; since the semantic stage of word reading is also

automatic, words and nonwords should be differentiated based on their specific automatic

processes, similar to how they are differentiated at the orthographic level. In other words,

since words have semantics and nonwords do not, the ease of access to lexical semantics

' The question of whether this difference was at a whole-word level (i.e., the overall orthographies of word
stimuli) or at a within-word level (i.e., the letter combinations), however, can not be fully addressed by study

1, as they were not separated: while words and nonwords obviously differ at a whole-word level, since there

are no frequencies associated with nonwords, we also found that words and nonwords used in study 1 also

differed in bigram frequency. This issue is partly addressed in study 3.
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itself is enough to provide a basis for word-nonword differentiation. Therefore, it would

suggest that there is no need of searching for a nonword decision, as it occurs

automatically.

Despite the above argument, we believe that a search process is still necessary for a

nonword decision. To understand the reason, we need to consider the distinction between

bottom-up and top-down processes. The previous discussions on automaticity and

specificity can be best described as bottom-up processes: after a word is presented, these

processes will occur automatically in cascades ascending from a sensory/perceptual level

to a semantic one with relevant information being extracted from each stage. While such

automatic bottom-up processes have great practical values (e.g., energy conservation), we

may sometimes make mistakes ifwe rely too much on them, particularly when situations

are not in our favour (e.g., trying to perceive some objects in the dark, or in our case,

making an accurate lexical decision within a short time limit). Since we can not totally

trust the outcomes produced by the bottom-up processes, we need to constantly monitor

our behaviours and judgements to make behavioural changes accordingly. Processes

associated with such monitoring or 'executive' control are the top-down processes. At any

particular moment, it is most likely that both bottom-up and top-down control are at play,

although they may carry different weights, depending on the stage of information

processing.

The same phenomena occur when people make lexical decisions. Particularly,

when we consider the fact that frequencies ofwords are in a continuum and as we move

from high-frequency words towards the low frequency words, the word-nonword

differentiation becomes smaller and smaller. While the automatic bottom-up
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micro-processes, which are highly specific to each word stimulus, should still allow the

differentiation between words and nonwords imder ideal conditions, we nevertheless need

to executively "double-check", when performing a lexical decision task, that the stimulus

is indeed a nonword. The reason is because the additions of potential errors due to the

speeded responses may have washed out the small differences between nonwords and low

fi-equency words that are established automatically fi-om bottom-up processes. In the LS

task, this "double-check" could address whether the stimulus was indeed a nonword, or

whether it was only a low-fi-equency animal word. In the LD task, however, this would

mean whether the stimulus is a nonword, or whether it is a low-frequency word. This

"double-check" requires a mental search of either a potential low-frequency animal word

or a potential low-frequency word. Apparently, the search for latter is much harder than

the former. How much search does it take before a nonword decision can be made? The

answer to this question involves dynamic processes that depend on many factors not

examined in our paradigms .

To sum up the discussions on the PI effect, we suggest that each individual word

stimulus (including both words and nonwords) differs in orthographic decoding demands

with respect to automaticity. Since words in the current study have greater automaticity

than nonwords (due to higher word fi-equency and bi-gram frequency), this is reflected in

ERPs as the lexicality effect in PI. Furthermore, orthographic decoding can be influenced

by task difficulty as a result of the strategic "double-check" and searching for a nonword

decision. However, such task difficulty is effective only when the decoding is relatively

non-automatic. In the current study, this is reflected as the PI semantic task effect for

nonwords. For words on the other hand, due to high automaticity, the task difficulty as a
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resiilt of strategic nonwords decisions would not influence their orthographic decoding.

However, because of the blocked design, participants could generate sets of expectant

words for particular categories, and as a result of this expectancy, the recognition

threshold for those expected words would be lowered, producing the semantic task effect

in PI for words.

As described in Study 1 , we suggest that to create semantic priming by adopting a

blocked design is key to producing early PI effects, as it allows top-down processes (e.g.,

generating expectations and developing strategies for searching nonword decisions) to

play a greater role and to interact with the otherwise more automatic bottom-up processes.

On the other hand, when an experiment is designed in a way that such top-down processes

became unavailable or less available, e.g., by intermixing the semantically primed trials

with the semantically unprimed ones through random presentation, the early semantic task

effect in PI might not be found or weakened accordingly.

In Study 2, we investigated this issue by using a randomized design, with

semantically primed and semantically unprimed trials presented in a random order. The

comparison between results from two studies would allow us to infer the roles that

top-down processes might play in visual word recognition, which is the second main goal

of the current thesis.

In addition, as we suggest from Study 1 that the lexical semantic access happens at

about 170 ms, we would expect to find similar evidence from Study 2 using a randomized

design. If this was the case, it would further strengthen ovu- conclusion of early lexical

semantic access, which is the first goal of the current thesis. In each case, the hypotheses

were examined in light of the known specialization of the left hemisphere for language.
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Study 2: An ERP study of early lexical semantic access with a randomized design

Methods

Subjects

Twelve imiversity students (7 females, mean age =19) participated in the current

study. No participants reported any language deficits (e.g., dyslexia), attentional problems

(e.g., ADHD), motor problems, psychiatric history, or conditions that might affect the

nervous system (e.g., severe head injuries and epilepsy). All participants were

right-handed with normal or corrected to normal vision, and English was their first

language. Participants received a research participation credit or $ 1 5 compensation.

Stimuli and task

Four hundred words and four hundred nonwords were used in the study. Nonwords

(e.g., hig, klow) were pseudowords that follow both orthographic and phonological rules

of English. No pseudohomophones (e.g., nale) were included. The average length for both

words and nonwords was 5.32 (with a range of 3 to 1 1 letters). In contrast to Study 1,

however, words and nonwords in Study 2 did not differ in bigram frequency (for words,

mean = 1736.4; for nonwords, mean = 1661.5), p = .25.

A semantic priming task that consisted of 5 blocks of 80 trials was administered to

each participant. On each trial, two stimuli were presented in sequence, with the first

stimulus being aprime and the second stimulus being a target. While either a word or a

nonword could appear as a prime or as a target, participants were instructed to make a

lexical decision (i.e., word/nonword judgment) only to the target stimulus. Of the total

800 stimuli, half 'were primes (200 words and 200 nonwords), and the other half were
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targets. When both prime and target were words, they could be either semantically related

(e.g., needle-thread), or semantically unrelated (vase-boat). The same number of words

and nonwords were used as targets following either a word or a nonword prime. As a

resixlt, there were 7 outcome ERPs (conditions) in total including both primes and targets.

For a prime stimulus, it could be either a word or a nonword, and for a target stimulus, it

could be either a word after a semantically related word prime (primed, 50 trials), a word

after a semantically unrelated word prime (unprimed, 50 trials), a word after a nonword

(100 trials), a nonword after a word (100 trials), or a nonword after a nonword (100 trials).

The trials for each condition were equally distributed among 5 blocks, and within each

block, trials of different conditions were presented in a random order. Across subjects, the

same words appeared in both primed and unprimed conditions. Similarly, the same words

and the same nonwords were equally presented as targets following both word and

nonword primes.

All stimuli consisted of lower case letters in courier font. They were presented in

the center of a computer screen 60 cm fi-om the participant's chin-rest, and subtended

visual angles of 1.2 to 4.6 degrees horizontally and 0.48 degrees vertically.

Procedure

After signing the consent form and fiUing out a health questionnaire to preclude

medical conditions that may affect EEG recordings, participants performed the semantic

priming task, while EEG was recorded. On each trial, a fixation cross of 200 ms was

presented first, followed by a blank screen of 300 ms. A prime was presented afterwards

for 200 ms, followed by a target stimulus for 700 ms. The interstimulus interval (ISI)

between theprime and the target was 800 ms, and as in Study 1, the responses to the
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lexical decision could either be made dxiring the presentation of a target (which would

terminate the stimulus) or be made during the 300 ms period following the presentation of

the target stimulus. In addition, in order to make the difference between primes and targets

more distinct, the primes were presented in yellow, while the targets were presented in

green (with the corresponding instruction of "make a lexical decision to the green

stimulus"). Before the task, instructions were visually presented and verbally explained by

a researcher. Both accuracy and speed were emphasized. Participants were then given as

many practice trials as they needed on a practice set of stimuU until task requirements

became clear as verbally informed by participants. After the study was completed,

feedback was obtained verbally from each participant concerning the task. All procedures

receive clearance from the Research Ethics Board ofBrock University.

EEG recording and analyses

In Study 2, the same procedures as Study 1 were followed for both EEG recordings

as well as for processing ofraw EEG data (including filtering, segmentation, rejections of

muscle movement artifacts, and eye-artifacts correction) before they were averaged to

produce event-related potentials (ERPs). After bad channels were eliminated, ERPs with

128-channel information were converted by spherical spline into an 81 -electrode montage

based on the standard 10/20 system (Jasper, 1958) and re-referenced to a common

average. The same elecfrode sites as Study 1 were chosen for analyzing the PI

(represented by the average of 01, 09, P07, and P09 for the left side, and 02, OlO, P08

and POlO for the right side) and the Nl component (represented by the average of P7, P9,

P07, and P09 for the left, and P8, PIO, P08 and POlO for the right side). Based on these
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electrode sites, the peaks of the PI and the Nl component were temporally identified as

occurring at approximately 104, and 158 ms (see Figure 8). The average amplitudes of the

chosen electrode sites over the 20 ms time window symmetric around the peaks (94 - 1 14

ms for PI; 148-168 ms for Nl) were used for data analyses. Although there were 7

conditions in total (see Method) for Study 2, for the purpose of the present paper and in

relation to oiu" previous discussions; however, we focused specifically on two

comparisons: the comparison between semantically primed and unprimed target words (to

investigate the semantic priming effect), and the comparison between target words and

nonwords when they were preceded by nonword primes (to investigate the lexicality

effect). ANOVAs with repeated measures on condition (semantically primed vs. unprimed

or words vs. nonwords) by hemisphere (left vs. right) were performed for statistical

analyses.

104 ms 158 ms

Tarcst Word CPrimed)

Target Word (Unprimed)

^Vord tariEet following m
nonnrord Prim*

r^onivord tairiEet follo-wrins

a nouivord Prime

Figure 8. In Study 2, the peaks of the PI and Nl components occurred at 104 ms and

158 ms. They were maximum at P07 on the left side and at P08 on the right side
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Results

Behavioral Data

Paired-sample t-tests were used for analyzing the behavioural data of both

response time (RT) and response accuracy (Ace). Consistent with previous literature, we

found in Study 2 that when semantically primed, the RT of a lexical decision became

faster for a target word, compared to when they were not semantically primed, / (11) = 2.6,

p = .024. The accuracy, however, did not differ between the two conditions (t (1 1) = .94,

n.s.), which was possibly due to a ceiling effect, as the task was relatively easy and

accuracy was very high in both conditions (see Table 2).

When RT and accuracy were compared between target words and target nonwords

that were preceded by nonword-primes, words were responded to faster (t (1 1) = 8.0, p <

.001) and more accurately (/ (1 1) = 2.5, p = .03) than nonwords, which were generally

expected and found in studies that involve lexical decisions. Table 2 shows the means and

standard deviations ofRT and accuracy for each of above conditions.
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Study 2, no main effect of semantic priming was found in PI (F(l, 1 1) < 1, n.s.), and

neither did it interact with the hemisphere (F(l, 1 1) < 1, n.s.). Similarly, when we

examined the lexicality effect by comparing the target words and target nonwords that

followed nonword primes, the two conditions did not differ in PI (F(l, 1 1) < 1, n.s.), and

neither did it interact with hemisphere (F(l, 1 1) < 1, n.s.) (Figure 9).

/I A

Target WoH (primed)

Tw(et Wprd (unprimed) A

>^'
P07 , P08

A .Hr-

IttS

100 ms

Figure 9. In contrast to Study 1, PI amplitudes did not differ between semantically

primed words and unprimed words. Waveforms were based on P07 and P08,

where PI amplitudes were maximum

Nl. For semantic priming, the 2 (primed vs. unprimed) x 2 (hemisphere)

within-subjects ANOVA revealed no main effect (F(l, 11) = 1.5,/? = .24): theNl

amplitudes did not differ between the target words that were either semantically primed or

not primed. However, with the a priori hypothesis of a left hemisphere effect for linguistic

processing and considering that semantic priming might be reduced in a randomized

design, we explored the semantic priming effect further by examining the two

hemispheres separately. We performed paired-t tests and found that when semantically
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primed, the amplitude ofNl became significantly smaller, but only in the left hemisphere

{t (1 1) = 2.39, p = .036) and not in the right hemisphere {t (1 1) < 1.0, n.s.) (Figure 10).

Tmr^ri Wor4 (prime4)

Tufet Wor4 (rniyrimed)

P07
\/\

..•-^
P08

Nl
I'

Nl
liWf

100 ms

Figure 10. A semantic priming effect was found in the Nl component for words: when

semantically primed, Nl amplitude was smaller. This effect was however only found at

the left electrode sites.

For lexicality, the 2 (word vs. nonword) x 2 (hemisphere) within-subjects ANOVA

revealed that the Nl amplitude was overall greater for nonwords than for words (F (1 , 11)

= 53, p = .042). In addition, this lexicality effect interacted weakly with hemisphere (F(l,

11) = 3.1, p = .105), appearing only at right hemisphere sites (/ (1 1) = 4.1,/? = .002), and

not left hemisphere sites (r (11) = .61, n.s.) (Figure 1 1).
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Tai^et word fdllewing Taiiget nuwtrd ftlliwiig »

an*nwordprime lUKwardviutt

100 ms

Figure 1 1. In Study 2, a lexicality effect was also found in the Nl component but only

at the right electrode sites: Nl amplitude was smaller for words than for nonwords.

Waveforms are based on P07 and P08, where Nl were maximum

Discussion

Semantic Priming Effect - Behavioral Data

Consistent with the literature, we found in study 2 that the response time (RT) for

a lexical decision became faster to the target word when it was semantically primed by a

previous word than when it was not. Similar results were found in Study 1 using a blocked

design. In contrast to the previous study, however, the RTs in Study 2 were overall slower

in Study 2 by 34 ms on average (Table 3), suggesting that Study 1 had performance

advantages not available in Study 2.
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upcoming target stimulus (which could be either a semantically related word, a

semantically unrelated word, or even a nonword) based on a prime. Without the advantage

of expectation, the a priori recognition threshold would be the same for primed and

unprimed target words. At an orthographic decoding stage, this was reflected as no

changes in PI amplitude. Considering the results of both studies together, when

participants were able to make expectations about upcoming words, there was a change in

PI amplitude and when expectations were not possible, there was no change in PI.

Therefore, we could conclude that such top-down process as generating expectations is

(with its lowering of recognition threshold), not only a sufficient, but importantly also a

necessary condition in order to produce semantic priming effect in PI . In addition to the

tendency to focus narrowly on the N400 component, this might exactly explain from a

methodological view why there was a lack of findings in PI from previous research on

semantic priming, since most have adopted randomized designs.

Evidence ofearly lexical semantic access in Nl

In Study 2, the earliest difference in ERPs between semantically primed and

unprimed words was found at about 160 ms in the Nl component, which occurred slightly

earlier than Study 1 (at about 170 ms). Because the same words were used in both

conditions across participants, the sensory/perceptual aspect of the word stimuli was

controlled and therefore can not explain the difference observed in Nl. In addition, since

the semantically primed and unprimed trials were randomly presented, we could regard

the mental state occurring after primes but before targets as being equal in the two

conditions. We could thus exclude factors such as attention or expectation as causing the
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Nl effect. As a result, the lexical semantic process seems to be the only reasonable

explanation to account for the Nl effect in the left hemisphere. Considering that we had

fotind similar evidence in Study 1 suggesting that lexical semantic access may occur by

170 ms, the fact that semantic priming effect was found again in the Nl component in

Study 2 using a different design has certainly strengthened our concltision of early lexical

semantic access (i.e., within 200 ms or more specifically before 160 - 170 ms based on our

results).

It should be noted, however, that in spite of both studies supporting early lexical

semantic access, some differences were also found between the two studies regarding the

priming effect in Nl . First, while the semantic priming effect in Nl was found in both

hemispheres for Study 1, it was only found in the left hemisphere for Study 2. In addition,

the effects from two studies also differed in directions: while the primed words in Study 1

(with a blocked design) had greater Nl amplitudes than unprimed words, the opposite was

seen in Study 2 (with a randomized design) and unprimed words had greater Nl

amplitudes. Although we do not have a full explanation yet at the moment, it is clear that

the factor ofblocked versus randomized presentation has an effect on the ERP outcomes.

It is likely that although the priming effect in Nl was due to semantic processes in both

studies, the mechanisms could be different. In order to address this question, possibly

future studies are needed.

Effect oflexical status - a contrast between Study 1 and Study 2

We found in Study 1 that the earhest ERP difference between words and nonwords

happened at about 100 ms in the PI component. We suggested it as a result of the specific
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processes associated with orthographic decoding, independent of whether the word was

semantically primed or not. However, when the bigram frequencies were matched

between words and nonwords in Study 2, no effect of lexical status was found in PI. We

believe this result bears several important implications.

First of all, it suggests that differences in bigram frequency may be not only a

sufQcient (based on results of Study 1) but also a necessary condition (based on results of

Study 2) in order to elicit lexicality effect in PI . Therefore, it would be difficult to evaluate

studies that have either found or failed to find a lexicality effect in PI, because of the lack

of control in bigram frequency. As a result, when designing future studies, the bigram

frequency should be subsequently kept in mind. Second, our finding suggests that the

lexicality effect in PI foimd in Study 1 was due to mechanisms at a sensory/perceptual

level rather than based on semantic processes, since if semantics was the basis for the PI

effect between words and nonwords, the same effect would be expected in Study 2 as well.

Finally, the lack of a PI lexicality effect when bigram frequencies were matched between

words and nonwords suggests that the orthographic decoding as indexed by P 1 most likely

functions at an analytical level (i.e., analyses of letter combinations) rather than at a

holistic level (i.e., analyses of visual features of a word as a whole). If holistic reading was

causing the PI effect in Study 1 , we would expect the same effect in Study 2: although

words and nonwords used in Study 2 were matched on bigram frequencies, they were

nonetheless different holistically. However, the finding from Study 2 showed otherwise.

Certainly, it could be argued that the null fmdings of lexicality effect in PI might

not be due to the lack of difference in bigram frequency between words and nonwords, but

rather it might be due to the adoption of a randomized experimental design by Study 2,
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which might make it potentially more "difficult". In other words, even ifbigram fi-equency

was different between words and nonwords, there would still be the possibility of finding

no lexicality effect in PI, as long as a randomized design was used. This implication of

bigram fi-equency effect in PI being moderated by experimental design was addressed by

Study 3, in which a randomized design was used and bigram fi-equency was different

across conditions. The results appeared to support our earlier interpretations that bigram

fi-equency was able to affect PI and the effect was not dependent on the nature of

experimental design (See Study 3 for more detailed results).

The lexicality effect that was later found in Study 2 at approximately 1 60 ms in the

Nl component was in contrast to Study 1 , in which no such effect was found. More

interestingly, this lexicality effect in Nl was only located at right hemisphere sites and was

separate from the semantic priming effect at the left hemisphere sites (see previous

description). Questions arise ofwhy there was such a difference in lexicality effect in Nl

between the two studies and what are the different roles that left and right hemisphere

might play in processing visual word stimuli (as data from Study 2 have suggested).

Unfortunately, at the moment, we do not have answers to these questions yet, as we do not

have a full explanation for the difference between the two studies in semantic task effect in

Nl for words. Nonetheless, some speculations would be attempted shortly in the general

discussion.
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Conclusions based on Study 1 and Study 2

Considering results from the two studies, with one using a blocked design and the

other one using a randomized design, we are able to tentatively make several conclusions

with regard to the first two goals of the current thesis, i.e., the timing of lexical semantic

access and the effect of top-down processing on visual word recognition.

First, our hypothesis of early lexical semantic access was supported by both

studies. Specifically, we found that the timing for lexical semantic access occurs by 160 -

170 ms.

Second, results from the two studies suggest that the process indexed by the PI

component should fimction at a sensory/perceptual level, and it has at least two features:

(a) it deals with visual information analytically, and in terms of visual word stimuli, this

refers to the visual analyses of letter or bigram/trigram combinations, (b) it is highly

specific and as a result, letter strings that are highly similar to each other can nevertheless

be differentiated, which is the basis for the lexicality effect in PI found in Study 1, but not

found in Study 2.

Third, we found that the top-down processes, e.g., the generation of expectations

and the strategic nonword searching that are possible in a blocked design, can influence

visual word processing at possibly all stages. However, such top-down influences might

take different forms with different mechanisms depending on the type of stimuli. For

words (especially high frequency words) and with regard to the PI component (the ERP

index for orthographic decoding of visual word stimuli), such top-down influence in a

blocked design was realized through lowering of recognition threshold of those expected

target words. For nonwords, on the other hand, the top-down influence on PI was
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mediated through the strategic nonword searching and its consequent difference in task

difficulty. The notion of automaticity is important to imderstand and usefiil to explain why

this separation might happen.

Fourth, because a different choice of experimental paradigms might influence ERP

results significantly, their selections need to be considered carefully. While certain

paradigms might be preferred over others for certain types of questions, the possibility that

different paradigms might influence visual word processing differently implies the

necessity of using different paradigms in order to gain a full picture ofmechanisms

underlying visual word processing.

Fifth, some different results found between the two studies require further

explanations and possibly being tested in the future. For example, the semantic priming

effect in Nl for words was different between two studies with its direction being inverted.

Furthermore, while this effect was fotmd at electrode sites of both sides in Study 1 , it was

only found at left electrode sites in Study 2. In addition, there seemed to be some potential

hemisphere difference in processing visual word information, as indicated in Study 2 by

the separation of lexicality effect from semantic priming effect in Nl over left versus right

electrode sites.

Finally, the individual differences in behavioral performance in semantic priming

task might be traced to the very early sensory/perceptual stage occurring at about 1 00 ms.
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So far, based on results from Study 1 and Study 2, we had tentatively investigated

and partly fulfilled the first two goals of the current thesis. Now, let us turn to the last

question, i.e., the influence of the factors of word frequency and neighborhood density on

visual word recognition, which we described as a more "bottom-up" approach.

We have shown that one of these "bottom-up" factors, i.e., bigram frequency, is

able to affect the PI component. Based on those results, we have further suggested that the

PI component reflects the brain processing of orthographic features of word stimuli,

which might be quite analytical. Nonetheless, we did not have systematic manipulations

over other factors, and therefore our conclusions were made rather indirectly. Therefore,

in Study 3, we examined the effect ofword frequency, neighborhood density, as well as

bigram frequency more directly by including a wider range in these variables. Instead of

using group analyses as we did in Studies 1 and 2, we have taken more variance into

account by using multiple regression, hoping we might be able to get a better

understanding ofhow these "bottom-up" factors might influence visual word processing.

Finally, while such factors as word frequency are expected to influence word

reading at all stages and have been shown to affect Nl amplitudes (Sereno et al., 2003), we

chose to focus on their potential effect on the sensory/perceptual level, which has not been

well studied. Therefore, our data analyses were primarily focused on the PI component.
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Study 3: An ERP study of early effects of word frequency and neighborhood density

on visual word recognition

Word frequency, defined as the occurrence that a written word appears in a given

language, influences visual word recognition. Its behavioral effect, that people tend to

recognize high-frequency words more quickly and noiore accurately than low-frequency

words, has been widely supported empirically and can be traced back to Cattell (1886) in

the late 19*^ century. In addition to word frequency, neighborhood density (the niraiber of

words that can be generated by changing one letter of a word or a pseudoword) also affects

word recognition (Andrews, 1989, 1992). For example, the response time for making a

lexical decision becomes faster for low-frequency words, if they have a larger

neighborhood density. For nonwords, however, the opposite happens: the response time

becomes slower, if nonwords have a larger neighborhood density. Response accviracy,

however, was not affected by neighborhood density for either nonwords or low-frequency

words. Bi-gram frequency, as we had previously described, is defmed as the frequency of

occurrence ofcombinations oftwo letters (e.g., th) in a given language. In confrast to word

frequency and neighborhood density, the effect of bi-gram frequency on visual word

recognition has not been adequately studied behaviorally. While this lack of behavioral

research on bi-gram frequency may seem surprising at fu-st, it is actually quite reasonable,

ifwe consider the limitations of behavioral data. Response time normally occurs between

500 and 600 ms for words and later for nonwords. This is quite late in that by the time a

motor response is made, information pertinent to a particular word stimulus has been

processed all the way up to the semantic stage. Therefore, while processing of letters is an

essential part that can not be dispensed with in word processing, it might not influence
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response time enough to be detected in the overall process for making a lexical decision,

as reflected in the final motor response. In contrast, with its millisecond-by-millisecond

temporal resolution, the ERP technique makes it possible to look more closely at these

processes that constitute visual word recognition, which might not be easily available to

behavioral measurements. In fact, we have shown in Study 1 and Study 2 some of the

potential effects of bi-gram frequency at influencing visual word processing that occurred

at around 100 ms after seeing a word stimulus.

Nevertheless, compared to the wide documentation ofbehavioral effects produced

by these factors, e.g., word frequency and neighborhood density, their underlying neural

substrata have not been well investigated. Of the few ERP studies that have addressed this,

the N400 component has been the main foc\is (Holcomb, Grainger, & O'Rourke, 2002 and

also see previous discussions on why so much research attention has been given to this

component in the past several decades). Considering some of the results we reported

earlier (e.g., words and nonwords might be differentiated as a function of bi-gram

frequency at 100 ms) and results from other studies (Hauk, Patterson et al., 2006) that also

showed a word typicality effect at about 100 ms as measured through bi-gram and tri-gram

frequency, we would expect that the factors ofword frequency, neighborhood density and

bi-gram frequency should affect visual word recognition much earlier, starting at the

sensory/perceptual stage.
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Methods

Subjects

The same subjects from Study 1 also participated in Study 3 (for participant

information, see method section of Study 1) within the same testing session.

Stimuli and task

The stimuli consisted of 180 words and 180 nonwords, and were selected from the

database constructed by the English Lexicon Project at Washington University in St

Louis (Balota et al., 2007). All words and nonwords were 4-letters long. Word frequencies

were based on the log-transformed Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL) frequency

norms (Lund & Burgess, 1996). Of the 180 words, 60 had low word frequencies (e.g.,

bran, mean = 6.3, range = 4.1 - 7.3), 60 had medium word frequencies (e.g., palm, mean =

8.6 , range = 7.4 - 9.8), and 60 had high word frequencies (e.g., king, mean = 10.8, range =

9.8 - 12.6) (overall, F(2, 177) = 566.5,p< .001). In addition, for words within each

frequency range, they could have either a low neighborhood density (range = 1 - 5), a

meditrai neighborhood density (range = 6 - 10), or a high neighborhood density (range =

11 - 15). Finally, since it is possible that not only the size of neighborhood density is

important but also the frequencies of "neighbors" are important, a compound predictor,

neighborhood frequency (computed as the sum of frequencies of all neighbors of a

particular word) was also considered, i.e., either high or low, when making selections of

word stimuli. As a result, a total of 18 conditions were created for word stimuli based on

word frequency (3), neighborhood density (3), and neighborhood frequency (2).
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For nonwords, there were also 18 conditions. However, since word frequency did

not apply to nonwords, nonwords were selected to match word conditions based on the

neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency only.

We considered bi-gram frequency fr)r both words and nonwords at the stage of

data analysis by re-grouping data that were based on bi-gram frequency instead of

manipulating bi-gram frequencies dtuing stimulus construction. Figure 12 shows the

different conditions of Study 3.

Word Freq

Neigh

Low Medium Hiah

11-16

Neigh Freq

Figure 12. In Study 3, a total of 1 8 conditions were created for word stimuli, based on

word frequencies (Freq), neighborhood density (Neigh), and neighborhood frequency

(Neigh Freq). Similarly, 1 8 nonword conditions were created to match word conditions,

based on neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency.

Each participant performed 5 blocks of a standard lexical decision task. Within

each block, there were 72 trials with 2 trials selected from each of the 36 conditions (18

conditions for words and 18 conditions for nonwords).

For stimulus presentation, the same procedure as Study 1 was used and lexical

decision could only be made during the response period (i.e., either during the presentation

of each stimulus or diuing the 300 ms period after the stimulus) (see Method section of
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Study 1). Across subjects, the motor responses for word-nonword decisions were

counter-balanced. During the testing session, the lexical decision task of Study 3 was

administered first, followed by the semantically primed and imprimed lexical decision

tasks of Study 1.

EEG recording and analyses.

The procedures for EEG recording were the same for Study 3, as they were for

Study 1. The PI was represented by P07 for the left side, and P08 for the right side, where

the PI amplitudes were maximum occurring at approximately 104 ms (Figure 13).

Subsequently, the averaged amplitudes of the selected electrodes over the 20 ms time

window symmetric around 104 ms were tised for data analyses. Instead of using group

analyses, i.e., 3 (low/medium/high word frequency) by 3 (low/medium/high neighborhood

density) by 2 (low/high neighborhood frequency), data analyses were performed through

multiple regression based on words, averaged across participants, with PI amplitude being

the predicted variable and the word frequency, neighborhood density, neighborhood

frequency and bi-gram frequency as predictors. The same analyses were performed

separately for PI observed on the left and right side. Similarly, multiple regression

analyses were also performed for behavioural RT responses. As mentioned earlier,

muhiple regression analyses has the advantage of having more variance in the predictor

variables taken into account. For words, they had a word frequency, ranging from 4.08 to

12.60 (vaean = 8.60, s.d. = 1.99). For both words and nonwords, their neighborhood

density ranged from 1 to 15 (mean = 7.87, s.d. = 3.95), the neighborhood frequency ranged

from 4.98 to 12.24 (mean = 9.55, s.d. = 1,47) for words and 5.83 to 12.21 (mean = 9.77,
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s.d. = 1.38) for nonwords. Bigram frequency ranged from 6.24 to 9.33 for words {mean

8.28, s.d. = 0.54) and from 4.86 to 9.5 1 for nonwords {mean = 8.3 1 , 5. J. = 0.60).

Left ) Right

18 Nonword Conditions

MOm
18 Word Conditions

Figure 13. Overlaid ERP waveforms at P07 and P08, where PI were maximum,
for 18 word conditions and for 18 nonword conditions. The peak of PI occurred at

about 104 across all conditions

Results

Behavioral Data

Typical patterns of results were found with regard to the behavioral data. There

was a negative linear relationship between averaged response time (RT) and word

frequency for the 180 word stimuli averaged across 18 categories (r = -.932,/? < .001): the
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response time for making a lexical decision became faster, as word frequency increases.

For nonwords, the RT was positively related to their neighborhood density {r= .62l,p =

.006): the more neighbors that a nonword has, the slower the response time. Finally,

although the neighborhood density effect on RT was overall not found for words (r =

-.188,/? = .45), when we examined the low frequency words separate from medium

frequency words (r = -.293,p = .572) and high frequency words (r = -.639,p = .172), there

appeared to be a trend for neighborhood density to predict RT (r = -.162,p = .078): in

contrast to nonwords, for low frequency words, however, larger neighborhood density

actually facilitated response time. With regard to the neighborhood frequency, for words,

while it was negatively correlated with RT by itself (r = -.526,p = .024), it was no longer a

significant predictor (F(l, 15) = 2.1,/? = .165), when considered simtiltaneously with

word frequency. For nonwords, the neighborhood frequency was not a significant

predictor for RT either by itself (r = .354,/? = .15) or after confroUing for neighborhood

density (F(l, 15) = 1.0,/? = .33). Therefore, our behavioral results in Study 3 were overall

consistent with previous behavioral research in all aspects (Figure 14).
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channels were on average eliminated for words and 4 channels were eliminated for

nonwords. After interpolation, the amplitudes at 104 ms at P07 for the left side and at P08

for the right side were used for analyzing the PI component.

PI Effectsfor Words

For the PI component at the electrode on the left side, simple correlations showed

that the PI 00 amplitude appeared to be inversely related to bigram frequency (r (16) =

-A\,p = .088). It was also inversely related to word frequency {r (16) = -.49,/? = .04) and

neighborhood frequency (r (16) = -.49, p = .04), while the PlOO amplitude correlated

weakly with neighborhood density (r (16) = -.39, p = .11).

Based on our previous findings from Studies 1 and 2, we entered bigram frequency

first into the multiple regression model to predict PI amplitude at the left electrode site,

P07. Since word frequency is able to strongly influence RT and has also been found to

affect some ERP components (e.g., Nl and N400), we were interested in whether the PI

component was also sensitive to it, even after the bigram frequency had been statistically

controlled. Thus, the word frequency was entered on the second step. Finally, over and

beyond the possible effects ofbigram and word frequency, the question of whether the

neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency could even account for more variance

in PI was of potential interest. These two factors were entered on the third step.

It was found that after we partial out the variance ( 1 7. 1%) in P 1 amplitude that was

associated with bigram frequency (F(l, 16) = 3.3,;? = .088), 16.2% of the remaining

variance in PI amplitude could still be fixrther accounted for by word frequency (F (1 , 15)

= 3.6, p = .076). For the neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency, no more
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variance in PI amplitude was accoiinted for, after the effects ofbigram and word

frequency had been considered.

For the PI component observed at the right electrode site, P08, neither bigram

frequency (r (16) = .144, p = .569), nor word frequency (r (16) = .329, p = .182), nor

neighborhood density (r (16) = -.095, n.s.), nor neighborhood frequency (r (16) = .034,

n.s.) was a significant predictor for the PI amplitude.

Interestingly, however, when we looked at the scatter plot between the PI

amplitudes and the neighborhood densities (Figure 15), there appeared to be a cxirvilinear

relationship, after removing one potential outlier. We analyzed this by entering the

quadratic variable (the square of neighborhood density to represent a potential curvilinear

relationship) at the final step after other factors (e.g., bigram frequency, word frequency,

neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency) had been included first in the model.

The analyses showed that an additional 33.3% ofvariance in PI amplitude was accounted

for by this curvilinear relationship (F (1, 1 1) = 8.1,p = .016), while other factors were not

significant and had been statistically controlled.
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Figure 15. The curvilinear relationship between neighborhood density and PI amplitudes

for words at the right electrode site, P08 (with one potential outher removed)

PI Effectsfor Nonwords

For nonwords, the PI amplitude at the left electrode site did not correlate with

either bigram frequency (r (16) = .01, n.s.), or neighborhood density (r (16) = -.01, n.s.), or

neighborhood frequency (r (16) = -.035, n.s.). In contrast, for the PI component at the

right electrode site, its ampUtude was inversely correlated with bigram frequency (r (16) =

-.565,p = .015). It also appeared to be inversely correlated with neighborhood frequency

(r (16) = -.428,/? = .076), while it did not correlate with neighborhood density.

Interestingly, there seems to be another curvilinear relationship between

neighborhood density and the PI amplitude. Using similar analyses as before, after we

entered the new quadratic variable after we partial out the variance (3 1 .9%) in PI

amplitude associated with bigram frequency, an additional 18.8% variance in PI

amplitude was accounted for (F (1,14) = 5.4,p = .036) (Figure 16).
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7aa

Neighborhood Density

Figure 16. The c\irvilinear relationship between neighborhood density and PI amplitudes

for nonwords at the right electrode site, P08.

In addition, after the effect ofbigram frequency and the curvilinear relationship

between neighborhood density and PI amplitude had been taken into account, 1 1.7% of

the remaining variance in PI ampUtude for nonwords seemed to be further explained by

neighborhood frequency (F(l,13) = 4.0, p = .065).

Although both happening on the right side at the same time, the directions of the

curvilinear relationship between neighborhood density and PI amplitudes were in

opposite directions for words and nonwords (F (1,29) = 12.9,p < .001).
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Discussion

In contrast to two previous studies in which we were primarily interested in the

timing of lexical semantic access and how top-down factors (e.g., generation of

expectations) might affect word reading, in Study 3 we followed a more "bottom-up"

approach and investigated the effect ofword frequency, neighborhood density and

neighborhood frequency on visual word processmg, focusing on the orthographic

decoding stage. A standard lexical decision task in Study 3 produced typical behavioral

results, with some interesting findings with regard to the ERP data.

PI, bigramfrequency, wordfrequency and neighborhoodfrequency

Consistent with our previous findings from Studies 1 and 2, when we examined

bigram frequency more directly in Study 3, it was found again to be able to affect the PI

component and thus the orthographic decoding of visual word stimuli. Specifically, as

bigram frequency increases, the PI amphtude decreases. Of particular interest, while

bigram frequency effects in PI were found for both words and nonwords, they were

separate spatially: for words, the bigram frequency effect was found at the left elecfrode

site, and for nonwords it was found at the right elecfrode site. This spatial separation in

terms of bigram frequency effect in PI may suggest at a sensory/perceptual level the

potential mechanisms for acquiring a new lexical item. All words, before we acquire them,

can be regarded as nonwords, and as we gain more exposure to them (including

associating meanings with them), their status gradually change from nonwords to words.

Our results here in Study 3 seem to suggest that at least at a sensory/perceptual stage,

learning of a new word stimulus might actually show stronger differentiation in the right
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hemisphere first. While the bigram frequency effect on PI has been previously reported by

other studies (Hauk, Patterson et al., 2006), the word frequency effect for words and

neighborhood frequency effect for nonwords on PI, to our knowledge, have not been

reported yet.

For words, the fmding of a word frequency effect on PI in the left hemisphere

seems to be consistent with the traditional view of associating language with the left

hemisphere. In addition, in the previous two studies, we described how automaticity and

specificity can be used to explain some of the PI effects found in those studies. We had

suggested that there might be processes specifically associated with word versus nonword

stimuli. Those specific processes differ in degrees of automaticity, which can

subsequently affect word processing at all stages, including the stage of orthographic

decoding indexed by PI. We also suggested that word frequency might be closely linked

to automaticity: High-frequency words are processed more automatically than low

frequency words. Therefore, it should be expected that words of different frequencies

should differ in automaticity of orthographic decoding and therefore differ in PI. Indeed,

this was exactly what we found in Study 3: high-frequency words had lower PI amplitude

than low-frequency words. Therefore, the word frequency effect on PI in Study 3 further

sfrengthened our previous conclusions, providing sfrong support for the important roles

that automaticity and specificity may play at influencing visual word processing even

from the very early sensory/perceptual stage.

For nonwords, their PI amplitudes could also be affected by their neighborhood

frequencies, but only in the right hemisphere. This implies that acquiring a new word at a
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sensory/perceptual level depends on past linguistic experience, as it is affected by the

orthographies of words that have been acquired previously.

As described previoiisly, bigram frequency is defined as the occurrence of

combinations oftwo letters (e.g., th) in a given language. Word fi-equency is defined as the

occurrence of a written word as a whole in a given language. The results that the bigram

frequency and the word frequency/neighborhood frequency were both able to affect PI

suggest that the orthographic analyses of visual word stimuli, reflected in the PI

component, might be carried out by the brain in both a holistic (relating to word

frequency) and an analytical way (relating to bigram frequency).

Finally, based on the results of Study 3, we should note that the PI component

differed between words and nonwords in terms ofresponse patterns. For example,

considering the left electrode site, while there was actually no difference in PI amplitude

between words and nonwords (/ (34) < 1, n.s.), there was a linear relationship between

bigram frequency and PI amplitudes only for words and not for nonwords. Finding this

relationship may have been dependent on using multiple regression analyses, taking more

variance of predictors into account. In contrast, if only group analyses are performed, we

may fail to fmd these effects, as in Study 1 and 2.

The curvilinear relationship between neighbourgood density andPI

The result that a curvilinear relationship was found between neighborhood density

and PI amplitude at the right electrode site for both words and nonwords but reversed in

direction was an intriguing and novel finding. As interesting as it is, however, we do not

have an explanation for it at the moment, and certainly requires future replication.
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Conclusions of Study 3

Several conclusions could be made based on results from Study 3.

First, the present results suggest that the orthographic decoding of visual word

stimuli can be influenced by both word frequencies and bi-gram frequencies. Therefore, it

is most likely that during approximately the same time (i.e. about 100 ms), brain may

perform orthographic analyses of visual word stimuU both holistically and analytically.

Second, the results of Study 3 suggest that visual word learning may actually take

place first in the right hemisphere and rely on past experiences, as seen in the

neighborhood frequency effect for nonwords at the right electrode site. As people

gradually master a word, however, the processing of the word might be shifted to the left

hemisphere, as seen in the word frequency effect for words over the left electrode site. As

a result, the left hemisphere becomes dominant for the acquired lexical items, which

would be consistent with the tradition view. Although our discussion on this hemisphere

switch during visual word learning was mainly addressed to the orthographic decoding

stage, we think that same phenomenon may also found in later stages (e.g., semantic

acquisition) as well. Further studies could be done to test this possibility.

Third, considered from a methodological perspective, research design and

statistical analysis method were important. Inappropriate use of them may bury some

potentially important findings. For example, in Study 3, it was the pattern of PI

amplitudes, rather than its absolute values, that were different between words and

nonwords, which might be only available by using multiple regression analyses. Similar

suggestions were also made previously, when we compared the blocked design with the

randomized design for semantic priming.
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General Discussion and Conclusion

In the cxirrent thesis, three main questions pertaining to visual word recognition

were investigated. The first question was when lexical semantic access occurs. The second

question was how visual word processing can be influenced by "top-down" processes,

such as generating expectations. Finally, we asked how "bottom-up" factors, e.g., word

frequency and bigram frequency, might influence the sensory/perceptual processing of

visual word stimuli.

The fust two questions were addressed by two semantic priming studies with

different designs. Specifically, in Study 1, we used a blocked design that presiunably

allowed participants to generate expectations and to make lexical decisions more

strategically. In contrast, in Study 2, we used a randomized design in which these sfrategic

top-down processes became unavailable to aid participants' performance.

With regard to the timing of lexical semantic access, we found evidence in Study 1

that it may occur very quickly by about 170 ms after the presentation of a visual word

stimulus. This was subsequently replicated in Study 2, in which evidence of lexical

semantic access was found at around 160 ms. Our findings of early lexical semantic access

within 200 ms is in contrast with previous ERP studies on the topic, which have primarily

focused on the N400 component. While studies on N400 are important and the N400

comf)onent is certainly sensitive to semantic manipulations, we suggest that it is not the

initial marker of lexical semantic access. Rather, it may reflect some post-lexical

mechanisms, such as integration of the lexical semantics with the overall context. The fact

that similar results were found in Studies 1 and 2 using different paradigms fiulher

strengthens the idea of early lexical semantic access. It is also consistent with more recent
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ERP and eye tracking studies, when particular research attention has been given to the

possibility of early lexical semantic access (Sereno et al., 2003; Sereno et al., 1998).

With regard to the potential influence of top-down processes on visual word

recognition, it was supported, when we compared the different results obtained from the

two studies. For Study 1 , the earliest semantic task effect was found at about 100 ms in the

PI component. As the PI component reflects the orthographic decoding ofword stimuli,

the observed semantic task effect was at a sensory/perceptual level of visual word

processing. In addition, using multiple regression analyses, we found that there appears to

be different mechanisms accounting for the semantic task effect for words and for

nonwords. For words, the semantic task effect was posited to result from the direct

lowering of recognition threshold of the word stimuli that had been anticipated to appear.

For nonwords, however, the semantic task effect on PI was suggested to result from the

reduced set-size for searching nonword decisions, which led to a greater ease of making

lexical decisions. Although this happens at a post sensory/perceptual level, the reduced

searching size for nonword decisions could be able to influence the orthographic decoding

ofnonword stimuli. The concepts of automaticity and specificity are important to

understand why there may be a separation of semantic task effect in PI for words and for

nonwords. Without regard to the potential difference in mechanisms, the semantic task

effects in PI for words and for nonwords could be both the result of participants'

anticipations of seeing particular categories. When such strategic top-down processes

were rendered impossible in Study 2 using a randomized design, the semantic task effect

in PI was no longer found. This subsequently allowed us answer the second question by
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drawing a conclusion that visual word processing can be influenced by top-down

processes and the effect might start from the early sensory/perceptual stage.

In addition, Studies 1 and 2 also differed in the lexicality effect in PI : while words

and nonwords differed in PI amplitudes in Study 1 , they did not differ in Study 2. Further

examinations of our results revealed that the lexicality effect in PI was probably a result of

bi-gram frequency, i.e., the occurrence of letter combinations. Since words in Study 1 had

greater bigram frequencies than nonwords and bigram frequencies were matched between

words and nonwords in Study 2, we concluded that the orthographic decoding of visual

word stimuli, as indexed by the PI component, is sensitive to bigram frequency. These

findings and otir interpretations were consistent with other ERP studies that have

investigated similar issues on visual word processing (Hauk, Patterson et al., 2006).

Considered together, it seems to suggest the highly specific responses that the visual

cortex is functionally able to produce. A limitation of our data was, however, that the

bigram frequency was not particularly considered while designing Study 1 and 2, since it

was less relevant to the research questions we were mainly interested in, namely, the

timing of lexical semantic access and top-down mfluence on visual word processing. To

further investigate the effect of bigram frequency and other factors on the orthographic

decoding of visual word stimuli, we conducted Study 3.

Specifically, we systematically manipulated the range of bigram frequency, word

frequency, neighborhood density and neighborhood frequency in Study 3. By taking more

variance of these factors into account and after considering them together using a multiple

regression model, we found again that bigram frequency was a significant predictor for the

PI component, consistent with our previous interpretations from Study 1 and 2. It also
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suggested that the bigram frequency effect was probably not affected by the choice of

experimental designs, since it was found in both Study 1 with a blocked design and Study

3 with a randomized design.

Fiirthermore in Study 3, we also found that beyond the effect ofbigram frequency,

word frequency could also affect the orthographic decoding of word stimuli, while the

neighborhood frequency could also affect the orthographic decoding ofnonword stimuli.

While bigram frequency is defmed in terms of letter-combinations, word frequency and

neighborhood frequency are defined in terms of words as a whole. The results that the PI

component was affected by both bigram frequency (for both words and nonwords) and

word frequency (for words) and neighborhood frequency (for nonwords) suggest that the

visual cortex may analyze the orthographic features of visual word stimuli both

analytically and holistically. Interestingly, with regard to the aforementioned bigram

frequency as well as the word frequency and neighborhood frequency effects on PI, we

found a hemisphere difference between words and nonwords. For words, both the bigram

frequency and word frequency effects were at the left elecfrode site. In contrast, for

nonwords, both the bigram frequency and neighborhood frequency effects were found at

right electrode site. This hemispheric difference might indicate some potential

mechanisms necessary for acquiring a new word. The fact that the orthographic decoding

ofnonword stimuli was affected by frequencies of other words, with which they share

orthographic similarities, suggests that acquiring a new word is influenced by and is built

upon past language experience, which of course is not surprising.

To siunmarize, based on the results of the three studies, we conclude that 1) lexical

semantic access occiu-s at about 160-170 ms; (2) "top-down" processes, such as
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generating expectations, are able to influence visual word processing from the early

sensory/perceptual stage; (3) the orthographic decoding of visual word stimuli can be

influenced by both bigram frequency and word frequency, suggesting that the visual

cortex may analyze visual features of word stimuli both analytically and holistically; and

(4) left and right hemisphere may play different roles at processing visual word

information, and the process of acquiring a new visual word may initially start in the right

hemisphere and rely on past language experiences.

Through our investigations in these three studies, while we had tentatively

addressed the three main questions raised earlier, some newly emerged issues need to be

answered.

For example, in Study 1 using a blocked design, it was found that for words, when

semantically primed, their Nl amplitudes became larger. In Study 2, when a randomized

design was used to create semantic priming, the Nl amplitudes reduced. While there was

still a semantic priming effect in Nl, the direction of the effect is dependent on the

paradigm. Also in Study 1, we found that the PI amplitudes were greater for words than

for nonwords, which we attributed to the greater bigram frequency associated with the

words used in the study. In Study 3, when we systematically manipulated bigram

frequency, it was again the opposite that occurred. While bigram frequency was still a

significant predictor for PI amplitudes, stimuli with higher bigram frequencies had

smaller PI amplitudes.

How can we explain these differences, while still accepting the effect ofbigram

frequency on PI and the effect of semantic priming on Nl? A possible explanation may

come from considering the different nature of the tasks used in these studies. The blocked
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design in Study 1 allows participants to anticipate upcoming word stimuli. Similar to other

top-down processes, such as attentional allocation, this anticipation, as a result of semantic

priming in a blocked design, may lead to overall greater brain responses to semantically

primed words than unprimed words. In contrast, in Study 2 when such anticipation was

not available, the semantic priming may have been driven by a different mechanism,

perhaps related to automatic spreading activation. As a result, the semantically primed

words would have a smaller Nl than unprimed words. Similarly, because words in Study 1

were well expected compared to nonwords, brain responses to words might be overall

greater than to nonwords. This was subsequently reflected by the greater PI amplitudes for

words, although the differentiation between words and nonwords was still dependent on

bigram frequency. In contrast, in Study 3 using a standard lexical decision task, such

top-down processes were not available. The visual word processing was more bottom-up

driven. As a result, the higher the bigram frequency, the smaller was PI amplitude. Of

course, speculations as this need to be tested in the future with appropriate experimental

designs: we can manipulate the degree to which top-down processes might be involved,

and examine whether our manipulations can affect results systematically.

Also, with the three studies considered together, another aspect of results requiring

further explanation and exploration is the hemisphere difference. For example, while in

Study 1 the semantic priming effect in Nl for words was found in both hemispheres, in

Study 2 it was only found in the left hemisphere. Meanwhile, a lexicality effect in Nl was

foimd in the right hemisphere in Study 2. The hemisphere difference became even more

distinct in Study 3: the PI amplitudes for words were affected by bigram and word

frequency in the left hemisphere, while the PI amplitudes for nonwords were affected by
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bigram and neighborhood frequency in the right hemisphere. Why was there a hemisphere

difference in semantic priming effect in Nl between Study 1 and 2? Why was there a

hemisphere difference between the semantic priming effect and lexicality effect in Nl in

Study 2? Why were words and nonwords processed differently in the two hemispheres?

What are the functions of this spatial dissociation, in addition to implying that it is part of

word learning process? At the moment, we do not have explanations to these questions.

Certainly, they need to be considered when designing future studies.

Finally, in Study 3, a cur\'ilinear relationship between neighborhood density and

PI amplitudes in the right hemisphere was found for both words and nonwords, but

inverted in direction. As interesting as it is, future replication is required, before any

explanations or concltisions are drawn upon.

In addition, some more specific concepts need to be tested in the future as well. For

example, if the lowering of recognition threshold, as a result of participants' anticipations

of a particular set ofwords from one category, explains the semantic task effect in PI for

words in Study 1 , the effect might become much weaker or even disappear, if less typical

and therefore less expected category words are used. This could be tested by correlating

such typicality ratings (or the expectation ratings more directly) with ERP results.

Understanding neural mechanisms of visual word recognition is important. On the

one hand, it helps understand how brain processes language in general. On the other hand,

it may also help understand the visual processing of other types of visual stimuh, e.g.,

faces and objects. Particularly for studies on face perception, several issues appear to run

in parallel to studies on visual word recognition. For example, multidimensional face

space (Valentine, 1991) is a concept that has been proposed to explain face perception as
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well as some of the phenomena observed behaviorally in laboratories, e.g., the other race

effect and the inversion effect. A key assumption underlying multidimensional face space

is that while some faces (e.g., typical faces) look very similar to other faces and are

represented as clusters in the face space, other faces (e.g., distinctive faces) look imique

and are relatively more isolated in the face space. In other words, the clustered regions

could be regarded as having a dense neighborhood, while the more isolated regions have

only a sporadic neighborhood. In this way, we can see a resemblance between face

perception and word recognition. As we had found in Study 3 that both neighborhood

density and neighborhood frequency were able to influence the orthographic decoding of

word stimuU, it would be interesting to test whether similar restxlts could be found with

regard to face perception ERPs as well. In addition, based on results from Studies 1 and 2,

we concluded that top-down processes, such as expectancy and strategic decision, might

affect early sensory/perceptual processing of visual word recognition. Could such results

be found using visual objects? We had posited that the orthographic decoding of visual

word stimuli is highly specific. Could there also be some highly specific representations of

visual objects within the visual cortices? All these questions need to be further tested in

the future.

Finally, from a pragmatic perspective, since a person's language skill might be

closely linked to his or her ability to process single words, the understanding of visual

word processing may have implications for curriculum design and for imderstanding

problems in reading disability. For example, as we had found in Study 1, the individuals

who showed a greater semantic task benefit in a lexical decision also showed a greater PI

response to our semantic task manipulation. It awaits to be seen that whether people's
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general reading skills can be linked to this early sensory/perceptual stage of visual word

processing and whether people with reading disorders (e.g., dyslexia) have troubles of

similar origin. Furthermore, if this is indeed the case, we could further ask whether it is

due to the disruptions in analytic processing or in holistic processing, as we found in Study

3 that both appeared to be important for the orthographic decoding of visual word stimuli.
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